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ABST RACT
The Diels-A lde r reaction or cis-cyclohexa -3,5-diene -1 .2-ciol de rivative s
50 , 51, 40a. 41a an d 428 with diethyl azodlca mc xytate (DEAD) gave very
predominantly products 56 , 58, 59 , 60 and 62, which arose by addition 10 the
oxygen funcncna.
Similarly, cs -cvcichexa-a.s-oiene.t .z-oor derivatives 50, 51, 40a, 413 ,
42a , and be nzene oxide-oxepln 48 reacted with 4·p henyl·' ,2,4·triazoline-3,5·
diane {PTADl 109 to affo rd antiadducts 70 , 68,70,71 and 69 excluslv e'y, an d
the anti adducl66 was the predominant prod uct In the case of diene 50.
Moreover, there was a reversal of selectivity when the cis·dio149 rea cted wi th
PT AD, the predominant pro duct 64 arose by addition syn to the oxygen wncncn
The structures of the adducts were determined by nmr, an d X-ray
crystallog raphy in the cases 0172, 67, and 64. Wh ite the anti selectivi ty was
rationafized in terms of elect ronic effects. hyd rogen bonding explained the syn
se lectivity obtained with diene 49_
The aceton ide 40a a nd its Diels-Alder reaction with dlenopblle s are
described . The experimen ts Indicated that the acetcnlde dimerized in a Dtels-
Alder manner afford ing two products In a ratio 016 :1. The major dimer was that
in which addition occurred 10the aoU lace of both reacting partners.
The results 01Diets-Alder reactions of acetonlde 408 with PTAD, DEAD ,
di methyl ace thylen eotcarb oxylate (o MAo ), tetracy anoelhy lene (Te NE) and ethyl
propiola te (EP) afforded eKclusively anti products 69, 59 , 73 , 81 and 86 ,
respec tively. When buteno ne, benzoquinone, meretmtne and N-
methylmaleimide were used, the predom inant products were anti adduets, but
selectivity was in favor of synwith vinylene carbonate and there was no
selectivity when dimethyl maleate was used. l one pair-lone pair l.e. electronic
factor is Invoked to explain these selectivities, an anemauve rationalization is in
terms of electron-dona ting and electron-withdrawing ettects.
A study of the Influence of solvent on faci al selectivity wa s carried out
using the acetonide 40a with mejelmlde . The kinetic results indicated that there
v-as significant facial selectivity when water or a polar solvent was used but
selcclivity was less in a non-po lar solvent. A 1M solution of UCl ln 100 mL water
gay,=, higher se'ecnvi ty than a SM solution of UCK). in ether, However, selectiv ity
was with UCiO, in wate r. Solubility and concentration phenomena are used to
rationafee these selectivities.
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INTRODUCTION
The Diets·Alder Reaction
Cycloadditionsare among themost widely-used reactionsIn organic
synthesis, andtheir applicationto synthesis forms the basts of much
research.U .3 Cycloadd ilions provide useful routes for the crea tion of a wide
varietyof rings. Important classes of cyc'oeocmcns include [2+2]photo-
chemical reactions ofalkanes and alkynes, Ihe 1,3·dipolar addition andthe (4+21
thermaladdition.l.3··
The latter classof cycloadditions, knownoriginally as Ih~ "diene
synlhesis~, 5 has become un ivers a lly recog nized as the Die ls·Arl.i~r reaction




Schem e 1. Dial s·Alder reectlo n of 1,3- butadie ne with eth ylen e
before the work of Diels andAlder. Its originmay be traced back to 1667 when
BertheiotG reportedly claimed a reaction 01benzene withdienophiles. The lirsl
experimental dimerization ofdienesutilizing2·methyl·1,3·buladiene (isoprene)
to form (f )· limonene 1 (Scheme 2) was reported by Bouctrardat" In 1675 . A
Limonene
Scheme2: Dlmerization of 2·me~1,3-butadiere ~soprene)
couple ofyears later, Ipatleff! synthesized isopreneand proposeda scheme
which thenbecamea useful guide10formother dimers. Worthyofnote was
how Zinckeand his colleagues1 isolatedperchloroindenone 3 by pyrolysisof
2,2,3,4,5,5-hexachloro,'·hydroxycyclopent·3-ene+carboxylic acid2 with the
elimination of carbonmonoxideanda chlorine moleculefromthe
tetrachlorocyclopentadienone elmer (Scheme3).
Dimerizalion reactions proved to beof limited importance,and theywere
replacedby mixedreactions. Thefirst reactionof this typewas reportedby
Albrecht! in 1906, and It Involvedreactionof cyclopentadlene withpara-
benzoquinone (Scheme 4) for which he erroneouslyassigned structures 5and 6
asthe prcoucts.' It wasnotuntil 1928lhat Otto Dielsand Kurt Aldersclearly






Scheme3: Oimerization ol letrachlorocyclopentadierone
estabJJshed the correct structure 4. Theyalso presented structure 7 for the
reaction01cyclopentadieneand diethylazcdicarboxylate '" (Scheme5) . The
work of Diels andAlder openeda new, verypromising page in the annalsof
organic chemistry,' and they jointly received a NobelPrize in 1950 for their
work.1.B
The Diefs-Alderreaction has becomeoneof the mostimportant tools for
the constructionof six-memberedcarbo-and heterocyclicring systems. The
Diels-Alder reaclion is a [4n,+2nJcycloaddition (Scheme 1) in whicha
conjugated dlene (1,3·dlene) undergoes an addition to anolher component,
o.¢
o




~H HH "o ~
Scheme4: Reactionofcyclopentadiena withpara-oenzoquirone 10afford4.
Scheme5: Diels-Alderreactionof c:yI:lopentadiene
800diethylazodicarboxylate
called the dienophile("diene lover") via a highly ordered cyclic transitionstate,
The product. which is a cyclohexene derivative, is called an adduct whereas the
rea ctants areknown as adoencs."
The Diets-Aider reactionIs a thermallyallowed, stereospecific, suprafaclal
processwitha concerted, one-step synchronousor nearly synchronous:
me chanism.' This is consistentwith the low solventand polarityeffects on the
reac tion rate, which rulesout zwittertonlc intermediates,B.9·,o In support of the
concerted mechanism3,' . ,\ !>is the czs-stereospecuclty andby the principle of
microscopic reversibility,secondary deuterium kinetic isotope measurements
also led to the same mechanistic conclusion In terms of a concerted reaction.
Cls·t rans conformal/on
t .a-aueerenes can exist In three typesofconformations:sods, s·trans
and skewedas shownIn Scheme6 , In this caseskewedrefers 10all non-
H H




planar forms, as opposed to theother two, which areplanar. Molecular orbital
ca lculationshave shownthat the s·trans conformerof l ,3-butadlene is 2-5
5 kcal/molmorestable than theother two." Theskewedconformation is more
stable than theplanar e-as.butthe e nergydifference isvery small."
Only dienes in thes-ee conformation canundergoa Diels-Alder reaction.
This geometry is necessary to permit effective orbital overlap,electron
delocalization andalsoformationof a double bondin a six-membered ring.s
Dieneswhich are held in the s-etsconformationare consequently more reactive
than those whichare not. The reactivity of somedienesis as shownin Scheme
7. Cyclopentadiene is morereactive thancyclcbexacnene becauseit is
Scheme7: Sequenceof reaeti~ty of dlenes
flat w hereasthe latter Is puckered.
Stereospecificity of the Dlels -Alder resctlon
The synthetic utility of theDials-Alder reaction depends not only onthe
fact that It provides an easy access to awide variety 01cycliccompoundsbut
also on its remarkable stereosetectivity.
The c Is-principle: The relative stereochemistryof a Diels-Alderreact ionadduct
can be predictedbased on empirical rules. Thefirst wasformulated by Alder
and Steinin 1937_ This is now known asthe Mas-principle". Therelative
stereochemistryof addends is retained Inthe prodUCt.,·3.5. 13 For examples, trans
and cisdienophllesgives transand cisadduct (scheme8). Furthermore, a cis-
O "'C, Co,CH, ~ ~+ If - H+~ C.... H CO CHH" CO,CH, CO CH CO tHo a
Co,CR,' H H a
cis-dienophiIe both cis
SchemeB: Cisprinciple
Scheme 9: Retention ofstereochemicallntegrlty indlenes
trans-l ,4·disubslituted diene givesan adduct withtranssubstltuents, and a
trans·trans- l ,4·disubslituted dtenegives anadductwith cissubstltuents
(Scheme 9).
Endo-exostereo5. 'ectlvity: The second rule is tile endo-addition rule. which
states that addition proceedspreferentiallyvia the orientation of theaddendsin
which there is themaximum "accurmla nc n of doublebends"." Woodward and
Hottma n't and subsequently Houk,16Sa lem" and Alston18 explained enao
selectivityby invoking frontier molecular orbital theory, Le., by consideration of
the highest occupiedmolecular orbitals (HOMO) andlowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (LUMOj of the addends." Consider the reactionof
cyclopentadieneand maleic anhydride in Scheme 10. In Figure 1, theprimary
Scheme10: Endo-exo stereoseJecti'oi ty
interaction (incipient a-bonds)areindicatedby solidlines (between HOMO and
LUMO forboth orientations)in thetransition states, In the endo transition state,
there Is another stabilizingeffect, shown bythe broken lines, knownas a
symmetry-controled secondary orbital interaction,'S.20 Thepresence of the
secondary orbi talinteraction servesto lower the activationenergy ot the endo
transit io n state . Clearly , thisinteraction is notpresent in theexo orientation
(a) Endo (b).xo
Flgurel : Frontiermolecularcrbltaldiagramsofbothendoand
exo transition slates of the Oiels--Alder reaction of
~apentadiene with maleic arYlydride
because thepolar group isdirectedaway from thediane'sn-system. Dipole
dipole,:!1charg e transfer Interactionsbetweon polar groupsin the dienophileand
aneasily polarizedctene," electrostatic,21lnductive,22 sterie,' and geometrical
ccneide rancne' " havebeensuggesled by ethers asresponsible for the endo
selectivity.
The reaction of cyclcpentaoiene and maleicanhydridegives a99 : 1 ratio
ofthe endo to exoadducts; however, the predominanceofone Isomerby a 99 :
1 ratio correspondsto a differenceof les s than 3 kcaVmol in the aclivation
energy.' The endo rule isviolatedby the reactionaf fur anwilh maleic an hydride
(Scheme 11).3,11 Thereason is that Ihe initially formed endaadduct easily
dissociatesat moderate temperatures, allowing conversionof the kinetic product
10
into thethermodynamically more stableexoisomer.,·m Indeed, in someother
Scheme11;Diels-Akjerreactionof fin nwi#!maleicantl'tdride
Diels-Alder reactions, prolonged reaction timesmay lead to theformationof
someexoisomer attheexpense 01theendo.w
SubsUwenfeffects
The successof the Diels-Alder reactiondepends largelyonstructural
featuresof thereaclingcorrccnents." The Diels-AlderreactionIsmorerapid if
the diene bearsoneormoreelectron-donatinggroups suchasC6H5, OCH3 , CHJ,
OAe, N{CH3l2, etc" and the dienophilebears electron-withdrawingsubstiluents
such asCOR,eN, N~, C02CH" CHOy ,5 Intermsof frontiermolecular orbital
theory,the cene HOMO donates electron density to tiledienophile LUMO.
erectron-donating substltuenaonthediene raise thediane HOMO while
electron-withdrawing groups tower thedienophile LUMO, resultingin a smaller
energydifference, whichin turn resultsinan increaseinrate. Thiscaseis
knownas thenormalDiels-Aklerreaction(Figure 2). However,whenthectene
anddienophilehavenosubstiluents the difference Intheorbital energies
(HOMOandLUMO)ofthe dieneanddienophile aresimilar, soboth modes of
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Figure2: Frontier orbital energy diagramfornormal, neutral andinverse-
electron-demand Diels-A1der reactions
R = eleetron-donating groupand X ...electron-withdrawing group
'2
dlenemay bear an electron-withdrawing groupwhereasthe dienophilecontains
an electron-donating subslituent. This type of cycicaodincnis referredto as an
inverse -electron-demand Dials-A lder reaction." In this case , the dienoph ile
HOMO donateselectron density to the dieneLUMO.
RegJoselectlv lty
The regioselectivily of reactions of unsymm etricall y substit uted dienes
and dienophiles, such as t -substlnrted dlenes and z-su bstltuted dienes with
methyl acrylate'" in Scheme 12. can be ratlonauzec in terms of resonance
OC 2H 60C2HS OC 2Hs
(
5 CO Me ..CO,Me6




Scheme 12:The regioselectivity of unsymmetrically substituted dienes and
dienophiles
contributo rs and perturbation molecular orbital tnecry" (see Figures 3 and 4).







Figure3-: Orbital iJieractions In a 2·sLCstinied diane case
modifyingfactors favoringthe Mho and paraisomers" (Figure5). This
regioseleetivity phenomenon is alsoreferredto as the ertha/pararule.
Pertubation molecular orbitalcalculationson reqloselectivlrywere carried
outby Herndonand coworkers." suennann" utilized the frontierorbital
approach to accountfor reactivityphenomena. anda similarapproachhasbeen
usedby Houk" and Anh2810 reveal the origin of reqioselectlvtty. Hehre"
suggestedthat electrostaticpotentialsinherer:! to the reactantscould explain the
regioseleclivityof disubslitutedcompounds,
Rates
Generally, rates havebeenknown10be influencedby a numberof
factors. Someof the factorsresponsiblelor accelerationof the Dlels-Alder
reactions are:
Pressure: Pressureaffects reactionsthat are sensitivetovolumechanges,'










.,e--------------- OM. 6 ~(l../ - I .,,, OMe
0-·-··-·_-----
mairiy ortilo
Flgc.n4: Fronlier moleetJar ortJital ccnlTOl il regioc:hemistry
LUMO
15
accelerated by high or ultrahigh pressure conditions. An enormously high





Figure5: SecondaryorbitalInteractionas a stabilising factor
in regiocontrol ofa Diels-A1der reaction
pressure, e.g. 10 - 20 kbar, is always associated with a decreaseof 26 ·40
cm3/molin the volume of activation} An example of a reactionwhich hasbeen
influenced by pressure is the addition of maleic anhydride 10naphthalene 10
affordan adductin a yield of 76% ar tukbar, whereasa yield of less than 1%
was achievedat atmosphericpressure.' Some reactions which occurat about
100°C at atmospheric pressure can be realized at room temperature with a
pressureof 9 ·10 kbar.z
Temperature : Thermochemical measurementsconfirm that Diels-Alder
reactionsare exothermic, in theorderof .6.H ;::30• 40 kcaVmol, but many
reactionsdo requiredrasticccncmcns." It shouldbe notedthai raising the
16
temperature increases the rate of both the forward and the reverse reactions .
While some addends react at room temperature or below , others require very
hightemperatures beforetheycanundergoany transformation.
A changein reactiontemperature affectstheisomericratio 01someDiels-
Alder reactions. For example. lscmertaats-,' of endata exoforms of
dlcyclcpentadiene havebeenreponeo.v" AIa temperature 01 160· lBO'C,
endodicyc lopentadiene dissociates into the monomer cyc lopentadiene, wh ich
can yield the thermodynamically more stable exotscmer (Schem e 13). Also,
endo
Scheme 13: Isomerization of dicyclopentadlene
exo
the s-trans conformer of 1,3-butadiene is between 2·5 kcarmotlower in energy
than the s-cisccnrormer." Therefore, the s-trans conformation requires this
energy in order to be isomerized lnto the s-eis conformation suitable for Dlels-
Alder fuaction.w Finally, prolonged exposure of adducts to heat or high
temperatures usually leads to disso ciat ion or decomposition (relro-Diels-Alder
reacucnj."
Cstalysls: Until Yates and seton" in 1960 recognized that some Dials-Alder
reactions proceed much more rapidly in the presence of Alel3 it was thought that
the Dlels-Alder reaction could be Influenced only slightly by catalysis." It was
17
subsequently discovered that the reaction is also cataly zed by other Lewis acid s
suchas (BF,. SnCI•• TiCI. ).' Lewis acids not only accelerate the ratebut also
alter the isom er distribu tion (regiochemist ry) when both addends are
unsymmetrical.' While cis stereospecifici ty is retained In catalysed reactions, the
enaostereoselectivity increases, e.g. Ihe proportion of the endo adduct rises
from 80% without catalysis in the reaction of cyclopentadiene and methyl
acrylate 10 95% in Ihe AICI,-catalysed reacucn."
The explanation for these phenomena Is conta ined in frontie r molecular
orbital changes.to The Lewis acid catalystlo wers Ihe dienophile LUMOenergy.
This then allows lor a stronger interacUon between the addends and lowers the
activation energy.'OComplexation between the Lewis acid and the polar groups
of the dlenophile polarizes the dlenophile LUMO(leading to a further reduction of
the electron density at the double bond and increased dienophile character),
which then increasesthe regioseleclivity and the enaopreference
respectlvely.3.13 An earlier transition state for the catalyzed reaction is known to
increase dlastereoselectivlty as well as endo-exo rencs."
" -Facial Selectivity
The stereochemistry of the Dlels-Alder reaction has three controlling
factors. They are the cis-principle, the encc-prtnclpleand the rt-tacial
stereoselecttvlly. It is this last facet that decides the syrra nti isomerism.3
The issue of facial stereoselectlvlty has attracted considerable attention in
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recent years especially in the areaof asymmetricorganicsynthesis." It is
fascina ting that a single allylic heteroatom substituent on the diencphife." or the
utene ," can control diastereofac ial selectivity in Diels-Aloer reactions . Stud ies of
facial selecti vity in dienes may be grouped into two main classes. " The firs t one
invo lves allylical1ysubstituted cyclic and multlcycllc compounds. and the second
is concerned with chlrat acyclic ctenes. This thesis will attempt to cover
experimentally areasrelatedto the lormer. In the latter. conformational
ambiguities constitutea major areaof dispute.
Anexample 01rt-faclalselectivity is demonstrated in the reactionof
l ,2,3,4,S-pentamethylcyclopentad ienewith substituted etnylenlcdienoptntes
(Figure 6).37 Thereare twopossible modesof endo dienophile attackon the
dtene. The two possibilities dependon theapproach of thedienophile with
respect to the diene face, giving riseto syn-antistereoeelectlvity. Syn is defined
as orenccbne additionto the same sideas the plane-nonsymmetrlcallylic
substituentand anti if it adds to the opposite side. Oftenbothdiastereomersare
obtained.
The alternative approachto facial stereoselecnon Is 10incorporate a
stereogenic centerwithin the diene or dlencphlte. usuallyat an allylic position.
The products of the cyclcadditlonarediastereomers becausethe stereogenic
center is buill into the product." There is no simple rule for predicting the effects
of substlnrents on the facialselectivity of the Dtels-Alder reaction, Considerable
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facial eeecevny." Some of the factors consideredhave been sterlc effects. van
der Waals-London attraction, various orbital interactions, dipole-dipole, dipole-
induc ed dipo le, torsional effects (and secondary orbital interactio ns lor
conjugated dlencphtles). electronic and electrostatic attractions, rt-orbttal
distortion or tilti ng, hyperc onjugati ve ettects. polar izability , produc t stability and a
host of others."
Carbocyclic Five-Membered Ring Systems
In 1955 Woodward and cow orkers " reported an exclusive syn-addition
product 9 fromthe reactionof 5·acetoxycyclopentadiene 8 withethylene
(Scheme 14). However, no reasonwhatsoeverwasadvancedfor this
260CH3
•syn-adduct
Scheme14: Dlels-Aderreaction of 5-acetoxycyclopentadiene
withethylene
selectivity. Since then therehas beentremendous progressin both theoretical
and experimental work intothe possible factors responsiblefor facial selectivity.
The syn-anti stereoselectlon in the cyclcaodtions of 5-
methylcyclopenladiene 10was interesting. Minorov(l had reportedhigh facial
selectivitywhen10 reactedwith maleic anhydrideto give asa predominant
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product 11, which resulted by addition anti to the C·S methyl group (Scheme 15).
In a similar reaction involving 1,2,3,4,S-penlamethylcyclopentadiene 12
c{.(o- X~".X-:
o ~~ ~~
10 11 0 0
antl·sndo
major
Scheme15: Dials-Alderreactionol5 -methylcyclopentadiene 8
wlthmaleic anhydride
Me 0 ~eH HMe
Me'>==t ,aQ Me MeH Mit;Me~u+1 0_ H H
Me Me HOMe, Me rO~e Me r~




Scheme16: Dials-Alderreactionof l ,2,3,4,S-pentamethylcyclopenta·
diane10 withmaleic anhydride
with dienophiles, selectivity also lavored the antJ-endo product 13 (Scheme 16).37
Hetero5ubstltuted Cyclopentsdlene Systems
A systematic study of hetercatcm directed n-taciatselectivity was
22
performedby Macaulay and Fallis.n usingdifferenl substituents at the 5·position
Me Me x 0 ~Me~ ~XMe
__ Me Me Me
+ 0 _ H H
Me-9Me~ Me Me r: Me Me ~
00 0
'10 anti
Scheme 17: Dials-Alderreaction ofhelerosubstilutedcYClopernadiene
system withmaleicanhydride
% endo-syn %endo-anti
entry. X addUd adduct
1 CI 100· 0
2 OH 100 0
3 OCHJ 100 0
4 NH2 100 0
5 NHAc 100 0
6 SH 55 45
7 SMe 10 90
8 SCH2Ph 3 97
9 SOMe 0 100
10 50 2Me 0 100
Table 1. Heleroatom directedx-faciallyselected adductratios
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as shown in Scheme 17. The diastereomeric ratios for the exclusive ly endo-
additions at maleic anhydride are give n in Table 1.
X:z SeR. TeR anti
Scheme 18: Dials-Alder reaction of 14 with dienophilas
15
16
Sct-eme19: Dials·Alder reactionof2,S-dirrethylthiopheres-onde 16
with benzoqulnore
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Orbital mixing rule arguments have been extended 10the neteroatom
directed tt- tacfal etereoselec rivtty exper ienced with s-substlnrted-t ,3-
cyclopentad ienes 14 shown in Scheme 18 by invok ing the mixing of 0 orbitals 01
the carbo n framework with that of the s -sub sntuents."
Naperstkaw and coworkers" estab lished that the 2,S-dimethylthiophene
oxide 16 obtained in situ by peracid oxida tion of 2,5-dimeth yllhiophe ne 15
reacted with a numbe r of dienophiles syn to the sulfoxide oxygen of the diane,
(Scheme 19). It was postu lated that since there was a competition between the
lone pair of the sulfur and sulfoxide oxygen, the interac tion between the lone pair
and the diane HOMO led to the observed selecliv ity,· 4 Products of the reactions
of the (halo)dienes 45 17 with various dienophiles (Scheme 20) were exclus ively
anti. The b romo derivative 18 reacted 100% anti but DMAD gave bet h pro ducts,
wh en it reacted with chtc rc derivat ives 19.19.• S
More recentlyI McUnton reported a complete reversal of selecnvlty when
S-f1uorocyclopentadiene 20 reacted with ethyle ne." The adduct obtained was
100% syn as shown in Scheme 21, Willia mson and others 3.4s have observed
that 1.z.a.a.s-oemectnorccycocentectene 21 reacted with some dienoph iles to
give mainly the svo-enaoadducts (Scheme 22 and Table 2).
Substituted 1,3-Cyclohexadlene Systems
Gillard and eu mea" studie d the cycica odncne of the ptane-ronsymmerrrc
six-mem bere d diene system 22. They foun d that N-phenyl maleimide adde d to















~H H+ X-- HHH H H
H
syn
Scheme21: Diels-Alderreacnonof 5·fluorocyclopenladiene 20
withethylene
oxygen substituents (Scheme 23 and Table 3). Their results demonstrated thai
the syn-directing effect of some neterc alom12 is not restricted to
cyclopentadtene derivatives. Theprobablereason forthe observedselectivity is
electronic, becausethere is no other reason to expectthe dienophile to attack
the diane at the more stenceuyhinderedsyn face. Their results paralleled those
obtainedfrom 5-acetoxycyclopentadieneby Woodwardand coworkers." and
they are amongthe cases in whichetectrcntcfactors overide stenc hindrance, In
a related reaction, Werbitzkyandcoworkers" reported tI•..Jt diane23 reacted
with the chlreldienophile1-chloro-1-nilrosomannose 24, to give product 25
(Scheme 24) in very high opticalyield.
Bio-oxiuattcnof benzenederivativessuch as toluene. chlorobenzeneetc.,
with Pseudomonasputidahave produceddienesof synthetic importance." For
example, compounds 26 and 27 in Scheme25 are optically active, and
HUdlicky and Pnce" utilized theselor the preparation of enanliomerical1y pure
21
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~H CI i&CIHH X CI CIC H CI HHXy7 C H ·CI C H
Y Y
syn-endo anti-endo
:i&HC CIC CI ~/
H
anti-sxo
Scheme22: Dials-Alder reactionof 1,2,3,4,5-pentachlorocyclopenta-
diene21with some dieoophiles
enlJy dienopt'ile endo-syn % end~nfj C! exo-anti %
1 maleican~ride 91 9
2 acrylorilrile 72 15 13
3 methyl acrylate 53 37 10
4 vinyl acrylate 47 45 7
5 ~rr,ichloride 46 40 14
6 styrene 38 62
7 propene 31 12 57
Table 2: SUllmaryoflhereactionsof 21 withdienophiles
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Scheme 23: Diels-Alderreaction of diel derivatives 22 with NPM
entry R, R2 syn anti
1 H H 94 6
2 Ac Ac B8 12






Table 3: Relative amounts 01 adducts in % involved in reaction above
23 24 25
Scheme 24: Diels·Alder reaetionoldianediacetate 23with chiral
"'t.rodi.nop~1e 24
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prostagland ins and sugar de rivatives .







R. Me, CI CH
l
ROO CH H3Cio H~O\CHl + 12~ ~HR~\ CH , C
H 3 CO_CH ~ CH
-, l C~ Cf/3 3
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R", H, F, CF3. 7-ro tbomadierr,i anti
Scheme25: Dials·Alder reactionsof somestb stitu:ed dialderivatives
w;,h dimethylacetylenedicarlloxylate(OMAO)
with DMAO, and they proposed mat stenc reaso ns were respon sible for the
exc lusively antiaddu cls observed in all ca ses.
MUIll~yCIlC Systems
Ginsburg and Gfeller ! demonsl ated how subtle effects can exe rt a major
impact on the course of the Dlels-Alder reactionby modulating theb ridgehead
substituent 01the propellanes. They observed that In the reactionof propellanes
28 in Scheme 26 with N-phenyltriazolinedione, selectivitywas in favor of the syn-
syf).bis adduct 29. An explanation for this was advancedby Gleiler 5 who
28











invoked asecondary orbital interaction as shown in Figure7. H e stated thai the
interactionbetween the N"'N lone pairs and the antisymmetric rt "orbital 01the
co-x-cobridge01the propellanestabilized thesyn-transilion state. For
prope llanes30 with X • SO.501 treated with N-phenytriazolined ione attackwas
97% syn (Figure 7). T his select ivity cou ld not be expla ined by a secondary
orbita l interaction, but rather it was explained in terms of apola r group effect in
which therewas an attraction between thestronglyelectrondeficient S atomin
the SO and5 0 2 groups and the electron rich -N=N· groupin the dienophile. with









SCheme 27; Diels-Alder reaetionof 31 withbenzoquinone
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of h ighelectrondensity aroundthe oxygencentersof the502 group and the
charge deficient region on either side or the n-planeof thedienophile. However,
Macaulay and Fallis " slated that th e results obtained were cases of how
neighbouring couble-bcnoscouldinfluence selectivity .
Burnell et apeasserted that the syn-ant istereoseleClivity experie nced in
sp ir o(bicyc lo[2,2.11·heptan e -2,1'·[2 .4]c yclopen tadiene j 31 was due to a stenc
Inte raction between the incoming d ienophile and hydrogens on the diene moie ty
(S cheme 27 ). The more favorab le app roach was tha t in which the dienophile
approached the diene moiety synto the C-3 methylene of diane 31.59 The other
adductwas theresult of enaoaddition to the faceof the diene moiety synto the
C-1 methine. carcuaucns verified this result."
TheorIes
Attempts to probe the origin of facial selectivity havecu lminated in several
interesting raflcnaltzations. In early workby Fukui61 (Figure 8), he stated that the
HO MOof s -chcrocyciopentadene wasbiased towards the syn surface. This
presented twounequal electron surfacesto an incomingdienophile. In other
words, the non-bonding orbital of the s-subsmuent perturbed theHOMO of the
diene and allowedlowlying a-orbitals of the carbonskeleton to mile into the
HO MO.
Fukui's calculations indicated thatthe HOMOof s-cnrorocycc peotaotene
was biased in the region syn tothe chlorine atom, thereby the synadductwould
X =CI
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Figur e 8: Fukui's postulate 01 HOMO electron density distributions of s-cntcrc-
and s-m emylcyctcpentadiene
tone-pair elect rons, the HOMO electron dens ity distribution above and below the
orene would be the same. T he implica tion of this was that the additio n would be
expected to be governed by stenc co ntrol. Exper imen tally, what was obtain ed
was the anti adduct , which inferred that the add ition was indee d governed by
sterie effects : the dienophile would avo id the starically hinde red syn face and
attack from the anti face. Th e model fa iled to account for the antiad du cts
obtained in 5·bromo· and s-tooocycicpentaenenesystems .
Kahn and Hehre" conclude d from an electrostatic point of view that there
was an Inherent preference tor the addition of efectrophtllc dienop hiles to the
more nucleophilic face of the diene syn to "Ione -pair-eon taining allylic
substituent" (Figure 9). This simple model cannot be extended to sulfur
systems.
The Anh63 model was based on the assumpt ion that there might lie an
34




X .. eleetrorKIonatirg group
Y =electron-withdrawirg group
Figure 9: Kahn and Hehre's postulate of electrostatic interaction
the LUMO of the Incoming dlenophlle (Figure 10). This secondary orbital
Figure 10; Anh'spostulate
interaction stab ilized the syn transition state leading to syn adduct. Thus, Anh's
model could be usedto rationalize the syn adduct obtainedin the 5-
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acetoxycyclopentadtene reaction, but it failedto explain the antiadducts
observed In many reactions, for example. the reactionof benzene cxlce/cxepm
with oienophites.sa
An analysis of rt-tacianyselective reactions which invokes the inte raction
01the incipient bondwith the two nonequlvelent faceswas put forward by







Figure11: Claplak's postulateof the favoredaxialattack
of a I1Jc1eophite
a-bond gives rise to transition state stabilization by o-electrondonation into the
vacant o'orbital associated with the incipientbond. MacaulayS' gave Eplotls list
of order of increasing a-donor ability as aCS :> aCH :> aCC :>aCCI :>aeN >
aCO. The Cieplak model could be used to rationalize syn attack to chlorine in
the reaction of 1,2,3,4,S-pentachlorocyclopentadiene (Figure 12). This was
because oCH is a better donor than oCCI.
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t:31 CI :'1 rotpreierrecCICI , I CH>CCICI -...../
better
Figure 12: Rationalization of tre syn-adductobtainedinthe
reactionof 1,2,3,4.5-pentachlorocyclopentadiene
Macaulay and FaUis5? suppor ted and extended the C ieplak model. This
extension of the Cleplak theory correctly explained the anti selectivity observed
in sulfur systems. As in the examp le, in F igure 13 , Ihe better a-donor is the CC
bondcompared to theCO bond, therefore additionshouldoccuran/ito CC bond
hence syn to CO was formed . In the same fashion, the CS bond is a better o-
donor than the CC bond, therefore addition should occur ant/to the CS bond,
hencethe antiadductwas formed.
La Nobleandcoworkers" studiedthe reactionof butadienewith5-
fluoroadamantane-2·thione (Figure 14). They could notaccountfor thesyn
attackof its reactionbasedon the electrostaticmodel. Howeverby anextension
or the Cieplak model to thissystem, Ie Noble was ableto explain this selectivity.
The thermal and photochemical reactions orbond formation weredemonstrated
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X", efectron-donaVrg group X = eJsctrorrwithdrawirg group
Figure 14: AnextenslonofCleplak'shyperconjugative
a -bord or assistancebyIe Noble
Water and Selectivity
Hopff and Bautenstrauch " in 1942 reported the first Diets -Alder reaction
condu cted in wa ter. Sauer" showedthat for a wide ra nge of so lvent systems.
the ra te of reaction is only slightl y affected by a change in medi um. Alth ough
water has beee consideredas a possible solvent In Dials-Alder reactions ever
since it was first used by Hoptt," itspoor solvent properties for olenes made it
look ~nfavourable. Consequently, in numerous paperson the subject, water is
absent from the list of solvents under investiga tion, a fact which undoubtedly
discouraged itsutilization.57
However,In 1980Breslowand his coworker" reopened theuse ofwater
andreported remarkable acceleration bothin rateand endolexo
stereoselectivi ty. They attributedthis intriguing result toa hydrophobic effect.
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Table 4 shows the dramatic tate change in switching from the use of isooctane
10wat er as solvent
additional ccm ocnent rate
entry solvent C)'dopentadlene -+- (k2 X 105,,,"1,.1)
euercre.zocc
1 isooctaoe 5 .94:.0.3
2 MeoH 75.5
3 H2O 4000.±.70
4 H2O LiCI 10800
5 H2O C(NH2l3+C~ 4300
6 H2O ~-<¥Jod e>drin 10900
7 H2O u-cvcodexrin 2610
Table 4. Rates at diff erenl reaction con ditions
with an improved rate." Bresl ow and his coworker" also reported that lithium
chlori de whe n added 10 the water enhanced the rate even more, and they
contras ted th is with guan idium chloride, which has a surface-tension-reducing
prope rties and decre ase d the rate. More evidence for the hydrophobic effec t
came from the useof a-cycrcoextrln. which is known to have a hydrophobic
cavity. Reactions conducted with a·cyclodextrin gave dramatic results, which
paralleled rate enhancement by hydrophobic binding of the molecules. The
reason for the small rate acceleration in c-cyclooextrtn was ascribed to the
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sma ller cav ity, which woul d be unable 10 acco mmod ate both addends."
}n spite of the evidence for the hydrophObic effec t. G rieco et BtU in 1983
argued that the inc reased rate was due to micellar aggregat ion. Further
experiments conducte d by Breslow and his coworkers " and others ?' showe d
tha t the hy drophobic effect was indeed the phenomenon responsible. Ever
since, the re has b een remarkable improvement in uti lity 01 aqueous media in the
fo rm of mtcroe mutslon and aqueo us surfactant- based mecna." Gr ieco and his
coworkers" reported a dramaticrateaccelerationof Diets-Alder reactions using
lithium perchlorate in diethy l ether (LPDE). They proposed thai a ~h igh" internal
solvent pressure present in water was equally present in this reagent. It was
concluded that Diela-Aider adducts that could not be accessible Ihrough
conventional mea ns would now be possible. In one of their studies using LPD E
a 93% yie ld wilh an endo :exo ratio 018:1 was realized when ethyl acrylate and
cyclopentadiene was reacted, whereas a similar reaction in water afforded only a
73% yield and an endo:exo ratio of 4:1 (Scheme 28).




Scheme 28 : EndoJexo slereoselectivity
6XO
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As an alternative explanation, Forman and his coworkers" claimed that
the rate enhancement by LPDE was not due to internal pressure but 10 Lewis
acid catalysis with the lithium ion functioningas the Lewis acid. It Is important to
note that l PDE should be handled with care because a recent report by Suva"
indicated that it has an explosive character.
From the work of Gillard and Burnell" two things were remarkable: (a)
that the Diets-Alder reaction of cs-cvcrcnexe-a.s-ctene- t ,2·diol and its
derivatives with N-phenylmaleimideaffordedadducts whose addition occurred
fromthe morestencally hinderedfaceof thediane. syn to the oxygen functions,
and (b) that the facial selectivity was less pronounced with cyclic derivatives of
this dial. The research described Inthis thesis was geared towards examining
syn·antistereoselectlvlty of the samesubstrates but with different dienophiles.
Also, for the first time, the effect of water on facial selectivity using the cyclic
derivatives has been examined.
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RESULTS
Synth esis of the dJenes
The dibromodiol 35 appearedto be an efficient common precursorto
many dlenes . Benze ne 32 was reduced under Birch conditions 16 to give 1,4-
cyclohexadiene33. Addition of one molar equivalent of bromine in the cold
using the procedure by Wibaut and Hauk71 afforded 34, which was purified by
vacuum distillation. Followingan established procedure by Yangand co-
workers." cis-hydroxylation 0134 by potassium permanganate scluuon" gave
dibromod iot 35 in 40·45% yield (Scheme 29). Treatment of 35 with acetic









anhydride in pyridine provided compound36 (90%). When compound35 was
treated withchlorotrimethylsilanein pyridine, 37was obtained in 72%yield along
with a small amount of 38 (Scheme30). A phase-transfer reactionutilizinga
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obtained as a yellowoil in good yield by acetonlzanon of 3Swith 2,2-
dimelhoxypropane and a cataly tic amount of pTsO H (Scheme 30).71 The
benz ylidine denvatlves" 41 and 42 were obtained by aclo-catalysed
acetauzauc n of 35 with a large excess of benza ldehyde dlmet hylacetal followe d
by chro matography. The dibromo monoTMS 38 (Scheme 30) and dibr omo
moncmethyl44 compounds (Scheme31) were acetylaled to provide
corresponding acerylated compounds 39 and 45. In the same fashion. silylatlon
0144 afforded 46 (Sche me 31).•
Double dehydrobromlnatlon" of 40. 41, and42with 1,8-
diazabicyclo(5.4.0jundec-7-ene (CBU) in boiling benzeneyielded dienes 40a,
418, and42&(Scheme 32). These dteneawerechromatographed onsilicagel
Scheme32: Dienesfromdifferent derivati"'es of dibromodlol
to afford pure compounds. Dienes 408, 418, and 42a havea tendencyto
dlmerize, evenin thecold, so they were used immediately.
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The benzene oxide 48 was synthesized in a few steps starting from 37
(Scheme 33). Epaxidation of 34 wi th meta-Chloroperoxybenzoic ac d gave 47
and doub le dehydrobromina tion with DBU afforded 48 as a mixtu re of benzene
BBr" " '~ n>CPBA B....("1....:o~ -+er--V"" DBU 0 ''':0."
34 47
Scheme 33. MeUY-'dfor the prepara tion 01benzene oxide · oxepin
oxide and cxepn, its valence tautcme r," The 'H nmr spectrum 01this product
displayed a single set of signals. which according 10Vogel and coworkers,"
resulted from averaging of the signals of both tautc mers.
Dienes 50, 51, 52 and 53 were obtained in goo d yields Irom commercially
available cis-cyclo hexa-3 ,5-die ne-1-2-dioI 49 by derivatization in a
straightforward manner (ch lorot rimelhy lsilane/pyridi ne or aceuc
anh ydride/pyridine or dime thylsulfate j as shown in Scheme 34. Diol 49 has
been produced by stereospec ific microbial oxidation of benzene by mutants 01
47



























Scheme 34: Derivatiza1ion of cis-cyclohexa·3,5·diene-1 .a-oict
DJeJs~Alder reactions
TheDiets-Alderreactions of dienes 50 and51 with diethyl
azodlcarboxylate (DEAD) 55 wereconducted inchloroform (Scheme 35). The
48
r-Y0R' / CO, EI R~'O ~~YO'Et
~ + N N







Scheme 35. Dials-Alder reaction of derivatives of dialwith DEAD
addld ratio
enlly diene exclusivelyanti . %yield
1 50 a 73
2 51 t OO 43
3 40. 100 96
4 41. roo 54
5 42. 100 50
-adductratio could net beobtained
Table 5. Relative amounts of adductsof substituted dial 49
49
reaction mixture containing50 was stirred tor about72hours at room
temperature while that for 51 was stirred for 24 hours. Thin layer
chromatography (TlC) of the reaction with 50 indicated two new spots along with
same unreacled starting materials . The solvent was evaporated and analysis of
the crudesampleby 'H nmrspectroscopy revealedconsiderable broadening of
the signals01the putative adcucts in the regiona 5.0 ·7.0 so their ratio could
not be measured. Flash cclumr. chromatography of the sample resul ted in the
Isolation of 56a and 56b as colorless oils. Their ' H nmr spectra were still
unc lear.
Similarly, the 'H nmr spectrumof the crude sampleafter evaporatingthe
solventfromthe reacncnof 51 Indicated the presenceof anti adducts,
Subsequent chromatography was problematicas the material proved unstable
towards the chromatographic system, However, a lightpink oilwas collected
and a smallamountof the startingmaterials was recovered. Rerunning the
spectrumof compound 568at sOGe led to simplificationof the spectrum, but at -
70Ge more signals werediscerned. Nevertheless, there was stillambiguity
regardingthe numberof differentadducts eachcrudeproductcontained.
A benzenesolution of the acetonide 40awith DEADwasstirred at room
temperature, and subsequentanalysisof the crude samplerevealed only one
adduct (Scheme 36). Purificationof this sampleaffordeda colorless en sain
good yield. The completeassignmentof the 'H nmr spectrumof the adduct was
doneon the basis01chemical shift and nuclearOverhauser effect(nOe)
50
AcO H
H AC~ yo,El 7(oAC




















Scheme 36, Diels-Alder reaction 40a, 50 and 51 with DEAD
51
experiments. Signa ls at 0 6.50 and 5.15 were assig ned 10 the olefinic and the
bridg ehead pro tons, respectively, whe reas that at 0 4.46 was that for th e acetoxy
proton s. Mu ltiplets at 0 4.26 and 15 1.28 arose from the methylene and methyl
portions of the molecule. Saturation of the olefinic signal at 15 6.50 enhanced the
intensity of the bridgehead protons at (5 5.15 ppm. Conversely, saturation of the
methyl signal gave enhancement of the olefinic signal. These results showed
the proximity of the olefinic hydrogens to a methyl group and clearly showed the
adduct was 58 (Scheme36).
The benzylidene dienes41a or 428 reacted with DEAD (Scheme 37).
The ' H nmr analysis of the two crude sample s showed signals for a dtmer which
completely masked the signals for the DEAD adducts in the downfield region of
the spectrum. Chromatography of each crude sample afforded an oily adcucts
60 and 62 and dimers 61 and 63. Assignmentsof the signals in 'H nmr spectra
were carried out in a fashion analogous with that previously used foradduct 58.
Moreover, correlation spectroscopy(COSY) confirmed these assignments.
Nuclear Overhauser enhancements(nOe) established the stereochemistry of 60.
Similar nOe experimentswere performed on 62 (Scheme 37). Saturation of the
olefinic signal gave an enhancementof 0.6% for thephenyl signal. This result
confirmed the stereochemistry Inwhich the phenyl ring was closer to the olefinlo
hydrogens l.e., an antiadduct.
There were four possible modesof dimerizatlon of dienes 4Oa, 41a and
42a (Figure 15). The predominant product in all cases of dtenee was the one in
52¢;g
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Scheme 37 . Di r: rs·A[d~ , reaclion of 41a an(l 42a with DEAD
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Figure15: Four possible adductsin dimerization of the acetonida and
benzylidene dienes
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assignment of the stereochemistryof the twodimers61 and 63 was obtained
spectroscopically. Results 01nOe experiments with dimer 61 showed thatit
resulted from anti -anti endo addition of the diane (Scheme 37) because
saturation of the signal for the hydrogen at C-12 gave an enhancement01C-B
(6%), C-3a (5%) and C-G (6%) hydrogens whereas saturati on of the singlet
signal at C·Bgave enhancement of 0.35% for the phenyl group. In the case of
dimer 63 (Scheme 37), enhancements of 0.8% and 1%, respectively, of the
phenyl signal of c-a and C-3a hydrogen was observed when hydrogens on C-l 1
and C-12were saturated. Moreover, saturation 01hydrogen on C·3a resulted in
significantenhancement 011% of olefinic hydrogens on C·l1 and C-12.
4·Phenyl-1,2,4-triazoline-3,5-dione59 is oneof the mostreactive
dienophllesknown. It was prepared from4-pheny!urazoleby .he action 01t-
butylhypochloriteU as the oxidizingagent. Sublimation was used to purify this
dlenophlle, whichis intensely red.
Slowaddition of the requisiteamountof a solutionof 59 in acetoneinto a
solutionof diane sOled to instantaneous discharge of the redcolour. The
mixture wasnevertheless stirred for 16 hoursafter which TLC indicatedtwo
spots. The 'H nmrspectrumof the crudesampleindicated signalsfor two
adductsin a ratio of 9:1. Flashcolumn chromatography yielded bothadductsas
colorlesssolids. The majorone (66)was isolatedin 77% yield andthe minor
one(67) In 13% yield (Schemes 38and39). Analysisof theH nmr andCOSY
spectraof the two adducts showedthat the olefinic hydrogenwas coupled to the
55






Scheme38: Diets-Alder reaclionof diol 49 and itsderivativeswilh,PTAD 59
relatiwamol.l"lt of adduct %~eld
entry R, R2 anti syn
1 H H 71 : 23 75
2 Ac Ac 90 : 10 90
3 TMS TMS 100 : 0 72
"' CH, 100 : 0 974 /C<CH,
H
5 ~l'h 100 : 0 62
6 )'h)c"'H 100 : 0 55












, f dienes49 and 50 with PTAD39' Dials-Alder reaction0Scheme .
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bridgehe ad hydrogen , and this in turn was coupled to the acetcxy pr otons.
Irradiation of the olef inic hyd rogen gave an enhancement of 0.2% of the acetate
grou p. This show ed conc lusively that the major adduct wa s anti66 , l.e., the
result 01 anti addition. The oppositestereochemical assignment was madefor
61 which showe d tha t the minor adduct res ulted from synattack of the diane 10
the dienophile. An X-raycry stallographic study of the minor adduct 67 revealed
unambig uously the stereoc hemis try 10be that of a syn adduct (Figure 16)
Figur e 16: Perspec tive view of 67
Following a similar procedure asthat used above,slow addition ofthe
requisiteamountof PTADinto diane 49and stirring for 16 hours followed by
subsequent spectroscopic analysis revealed twoadducls64 and65 asshown in
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Scheme 39. An x-ray crystalstructure (Figure 17) proved that the major
64
Figure 17:Perspective viewof 64
adductwas64. Also. the assignment of the major adduct64was confirmedby
chemical correlationwith theadduct 67 bya straightforward transformationof
theadduct64 to the corresponding ester 67whose structurehad been
elucidatedunambiguosly both by nDeexperimentsand x -reycrystallography.
TheDiels-Alder reaction of dene 51was performedby slow additionof
the requisiteamount of a solution or59 in acetoneintoa solution ofdlene 51,













d 51 with PTADctions of408,418 anScheme 40: Dials-Alder rea
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the reaction mixture revealed acomponent witha molecular ion at mlz 416,
correspondi ng to the mass o f the ne w adduct The ' H nmr sp ectrum otthe
resultant c rude sample show ed signals for a single adduct. Flashcolumn
chromato g raphy afforded the produc t 68 as a colorless solid. There w as
evidence from nOe experiments tha t the ste reochemistryof 68 result ed from
addition to theant;faceof the diane.
The Diels-Ald er reactions of th e benzylidene dtenea 41 a and 428 were
conducted in a sim ilar manner with th e 4-phenyllriazolinfldione (PTAD)
(Sc hemes 40 and 41). The ' H nmr spectrum of each crude reaction product
showed signalslor onlyone adduct (and a dimer). Punucatlon of the adduct
from thebenzylidene diane 418affo rdeda coiorless solid 70 and a dim er 61.
likewise 71 wasisolatedas a colorless solid fromthe reaction mixture from 42a
(Scheme 41). The stereochemistry of both 70 and 71 was es tablished
unequivocallyby nOe experiments. Forcompound 70 (Scheme 40) saturation of
the olefinic hydrogen on C-10 gave anenhancement of the singlet lor the
hydr ogen on C·2. Conversely, irrad iation of thissinglet gave an nCe of 3% for
the olefinic hydrogen onC-1O. Results of experimentswith 71 indicatedthat
saturatlcn of the C-10 hydrogenonly led to an nOeof 1% of the phenyl group,
but not to the C·2 hydrogen , which meant that this hydrogen was farther from the
olefinic hydrogen on C-' Othanwas Ihephenylgroup onC·2 (Scheme 41).
These results for bo thadducts indicated tha t both adducts were formed by
addi tion to theface of the diene anti 10 the oxygen functions. The relative
61











Scheme 41: Dlels-Alder reaction of benzylld<)-"·[l diane 42a and benzene oxide
48 with PTAD
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stereochemist ry of the two dimers obtain ed from reactions involving 418 and 428
were fou nd to be the same as those of 61 and 63 , respectively, in Scheme 37.
T he acet onioe diene 408 reacted with PTAD after about 16 hours to give
a single adduct 69 (from the 'H nmr spectrum of the crude product ).
Measurements of nOe's in its 'H nmr spectrum established the prox imity of the
olefinic hydrogens to one of the aceton lde methyl groups. r.e., this was an anti
adduc t.
The add ition of PTAD to the tautom eric mixture of benzene oxide-o xepin
resulted In the formation a single adduct (Scheme 41). Analysis of the nmr dala
showed that the adduct was symmetrical, l.e.• the result of reaction 01the
Figure18: Perspectiveview 0172
63
entry dienopli les anti-endo syn-endO % ~eld
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Table7:Resultsof cycloaddition at theacctonide 400 with different
dienophiles
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Table 7: Resunsof cycloaddillon of theacetonlde 40. with different
dienophiles
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benzene oxide form only. Unamb iguous structure determ ination was perfo rmed
by X-ray crysta llography , and the structure of the adduct 72 proved to be the
result of additio n anti to the oxygen function (Fig ure 18).
Followin.9 thesame method 01reaction of the acetonide with the nitrogen
dienophiles, the Diels-Alder reactions of acetonfoe40a witha wide variety of
dienophiles were conducted(Table7). An anti-addition product wasobserved
exclusively in the cases involving theacetylentc dienophiles. Tetracyano-
ethylene also ga ve an antiadduct exclusive ly. An anti adduct was the
predominant,but not the exclusive product when butenone, maleimide, N-
methylmaleimide (NMM),para-benzoquinone (a O) were treated withthe
acetonide diene. Moreover,the 'H nmr spectrum of the synadditionproduct
with butencne revealed thatthe sample was accompaniedby a smallamountof
exoadduct. There was, however,no lacia! selectivityw ithdimethyl maleate
(DMM). Selectivity favoredthe svn-enao mode 01additionwith vtnylene
carbonate (Schemes 42·45).
A neat liqu id sampleof the acetonidediene 40a storedat room
temperaturedi merized in aDiels-Alder manner to afford two isomers 89 and 90
(Scheme 46 and Figure 15). Results of nmr data and X-raycrystallography for
bothdimers showed that thepredominantadduct resulted from additionant/to
theoxygen functions of bothreactingpartners (Figures 19and 20).
T he Diels-Alder reactions of the acetonide clene 40awith maleimide in












Scheme 43: Oieis-Akler reactionof 40. withbenzoquinone andvinylene
carbonate
69
CH, ""\O~CH, NC CN cH' C1 .;10 %






Scheme44: Dials-Alder reactionof 40awith TCNE, styrene and maleimide
70
- noreaction
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Scheme46: Diels-Alder reaction of N-melhylmaleimideand acetonide
dimerization
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Scheme 47: Dials -Alder reaction of maleimide with acetonide 40a
ratioofaddu::t %~eld
er1ry solwrt anti : syn
1 benzene 1.4 : 1 83
2 dichloromethane 1.6 : 1 99
3 pyridine 2.5 : 1 97
4 methanol 2.7 : 1 94
5 acetonitrile 3.7 : 1 99
6 dimethyl sulfoxide 6.1 : 1 97
7 neal 2.7 : 1 99
8 chloroform 1 : 1 99
9 ether 1.2 : 1 90
10 water(2.0 rnL) 4.2 : 1 94
11 wate r (100 mL) 9.4 : 1 69
12 water (1000 mL) 4.5 : 1 66
13 1M ucr(100 mLwater) 6.4 : 1 81
14 1M UCIO. (100 mL water) 4.4 : 1 85
15 5M UCIO. (2.0 mL ether) 2.1 : 1 92
Table 8 : Diels-Alderreactions of the acetoode 40a
with maleilTideindifferert sot\ents
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preference for adduc t ratio in favou r of anti1:4:1 trc m benzene 10 ace tonitrile
(Table 8), but this preference was mo re in dimethylsu lfoxide (6:1) and low in the
case of a neat sample. There was no lacial selectivity In chloroform. There was
a similar rise in selectivity from ether (1.2:1) to use of water as solve nt (9.4 :1).
Lithium perchlorate(1MUCIO.) only led to a selectivity of4.4 :1 when it was
added to the mixture in 100 mL 01waterwhilea 5Mconcentrationof the same
compoundin etherproducedjusta 2.1:1 selectively in favor of anti.
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DISCUSSION
cs -cvcrcnexa-a.e-oene-t ,2-dioI 49 and many of ns der ivatives added to
Mphenylmaleirnide predominantly syn to the oxygennmenene." In a similar
fashion, the syn-anti stereoselectivity of Diels-Alderreactions involving some 5·
heterosubs!i!uted cyclopentadlenesled predominantly to products that have
been conc luded to be formed by addi tion to the face of the diane syn to the
heteroatom, l.e., 10the moresubstituted ieee." Other heteroatoms in a similar
posi tion direc t addition mainl y anti to the hetercatcms.v-" We have observed
thai derivattzaticn of 49 and subsequent Diets-Alder reactions with nitrogen
dlenophllesafforded exclusively, or very predominantly. anti adducts. These
results are consistentwith the antiadductobservedwhen 4-(p..bromophenyl)-
1,2,4·triaZOline·3,5·dionewas used with 3-methylsubstituteddiacetate." The
reaction of diol 49 itself wlth the nitrogen dienophile, a-phenyl-t ,2,4-triazolille·
3,S-dione (PTAD) reversedthe selectivity largely in favor of syn. Benzeneoxide
48 with PTADafforded exclusivelythe anti adduct. Earlier studies of this scrne
diene with N-phenylmaleimide also resulted in antiadductexclusively." In
contrast 10this result. the cyclopentadienyl and cyclohexadienyl dienes that
possess allyllcoxygen functionsall give synadducts.
Manytheories have been forwardedto explain facia! selectivity in Diels-
Alder reacncns,":" Manyof these are notconsistent with our results. For
example, an extension of the proposals of Anh8G and of Kahnand Hehre" 10our
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resultswith OUf dienes 40a, 41a, 42a. and 48·51 would indicate thai the
x y













Figure 21: Possible orientationof nitrogen dienophiles with diol 49 and lts
derivatives
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majoradducts would be expected to arise by addition10the more nucleophilic
face of the diane, te. the synlace , but this was not the case with the nitrogen
dienophilcs. Appa rently, however, the selec tivity observed in our ear lier studies
of 49 and its der ivatives with the ethy lenic orencptstesis in lavor of this idea.
While the Cieplak mode!" accounted for the synapproach of ethyle nlc
dienophUes1049 andns derivatives, it failedto account for our resultsobserved
in the reaction of olenes 40a, 418 , 42a and 48·52 with nitrogen dienoph ltes.
An explanation why an anti adduct was obaerved either pred ominan tly Of
exc lusivel y with dienes 408, 418, 42a, and 48·52 with dielhylazodica rboxylate
(DEAD ) and with PTAD is an electrostatic repulsion in the syn transition state
due 10the lone pairs of the oxygen atoms of the diene and the lone pairs on the
nitrogens of the incoming dienophile . '5. $6 The antiface, which is relat ively
unencumbered both electron ically and sterica lly, is the face on which addition
takes place (Figure 21). Benzene oxide 48 produced antiadducts exclus ively ,
irrespect ive 01the dienophi le. This indicated that electronic features are less
important and steric or to rsional interac tions within the diene playa major role .
Indeed, results 01ab initio calculations on the syn and anti transition states of
benzene oxide have revealed tha t all of the difference in energy between the
transit ion states is due to very unfavorable deforma tion of the epcxlde part of the
molecu le in the syn transition state (Figure 22). ThUSthe ant/transition state is
11.4 kcal /mol more stable than the syn.88
Whe reas Anh's theory was not cons istent with our results with the
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FlQUre 22: HighestOCQ.\lied as)mlllOlricMe's lorIhe
synand anti additions to theepmode
predominantly the syn adduct. However, the reason for this is unlikely to be
due to a HOMO·LUMO interaction 01the type that Anh described. We
rationalize that in this case only, hydrogen bondingl 9 controls the facial
selectivity, as shown in Figure 2~.
Our idea 01lone pair-lone pair repulsion can be extended to rationalize
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the resu lts obtained in the Diels-Alder reactions of the acetcnlo e diane 40a with
a number of dienophiles , as shown in Figures 24, 25 and 26. The acetylen ic





Figure 23: Hydrogen bondphenomenon as a stabiDslngfactor
forsynadditionofdiel
nitrogen dienophiles (FiQure 24). Further supportof this lonepair-lonepair
repu lsion theory is exhibited in the antiresult reported In the (4+2] cycloaddition
of singletcxyqen." Earlier studiesof the sameacetonidedlene40awith No
phenytmaleimide (NPM)In our laboratory revealed a slightpreference for syn
addition.49 Since thedifferencein energybetween synandant/addition in this
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reaction is very small, then very slighl differences in electronic or stertc effec ts
will manifest themselves in a measurable manne r. Thus, it is inleresU"g to note
the difference in facial selec tivity between N-phenylmaleimide. N·
methylmaleimide, and ma leimide itself, which showed a preference, albeit










R1=C02Ma, R2 =C0 2Ma
R1=H, R2=C02CH2CH3
Figure 24: Possible additions of acety\eric dlenoptiles
Yt1lh the aceloride
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with the acetonide etene , the facial se lect ivity was a func tion of the dienophi le .
Therefore, hypotheses such as those of Hehre and Kahn and of Fukui and
Ciepla k, wh ich are based on propert ies residing SOlely with the plane-
nons ymme tric diene mo lecules , are unques tionab ly refuted by our data .
An alternat ive approach 10 rationalizing the facial selectivi ty of systems
such as S·heterosubstituled cyclope ntadienes and t .a-cvclohexadlene
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Figur.2 " Ph6. Possible addillo Hnsof theacetonide during dl "merizatlcn
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derivat ives with allylic heteroatom substi tution is in terms 01elec tron-donation
and electron-withd rawa l. tn normal Diets-Alder reactions the HOMO donates
elec tron dens ity to the LUMO of the dienophile . Therefore. the direc tion of
electron donation Is fromthediane towardthe dienophile. The aUylic heteroatom
substituent mustplaya majorrole in polarizingthe transition state. Oxygenis a
a-w ithd rawing group to carbon. In the anti transit ion state (Figure 27). the
oxygen subst ituents must withdraw electron density in a direction opposite 10the
direction required for electrons to flow in order 10establ ish the incip ient C-C
bonds . Thus . the syn addition, In whic h both the electron withdrawal by the
oxyge ns and the tnciplent e-cbond formation are roughl y in the same direc tion ,
appears more favorable. Reacti ons of dtene 49 and its derivatives with N-
phenylmaleimid e generall y took place by syn addilion as did addi tion to oxygen-
substituted cyclcpentadleaes.
Opposing this syn-directing phenom enon is the sort ot anti-directing
Interaction that was descr Ibed with triazolinedione and acetylentc diencphlles.
Even with alkene dencnnnes. some unfa vorable repulsive lnteranon must be
present between the rt-electrons of the dienoph ile and the lone pairs on the
oxygens of the dlene , In many instances with the acetonida die ne this latter
effect was more than sufficient to overcome the inherent syn-directing tenden cy.
but, except with the nitrogen dienophiles and the acetylen ic dienophiles, the two
effects are nea rly balan ced and both syn and anti addition were observed.









R=H. OAe. OlMS. C(CH3). etc
Figure 27: Electron-donating and electron-withdrawing phenomenon in 5-
acetoxycyclopentadlenes and dial 49 and its derivatives
Diets-Alder reaction with DEADand PTAD andin its involvement in dimerization.
The apparent reasonfor theseselectivities hasbeen suggestedas being due to
stencversus conformational effectssince bothdienes could assume either
conformations shownin Figure 28. It is possible that the phenylgroup orients
itself pseudo-equatoriallyor pseudo-axially withrespect10the 1,3·dioxolane
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motety." Therefore, diane 418 prefers cenformat ion A (AI::: H. A2 =C6H~) , i.e.,
R, ~ o R,







Figure 28: Conformations of cyclic dienes
in which the phenylgroupadoptsa pseudo-equatorial position, whereas the
prefe rred conformation for diane 42a is B (Rl '" C6H~ , R2 =H), because in A the
synface is encu mbered . Ste reoelect ronlcally , even in the preferred
confo rmation B In the case of diane 428, the oxygen and nitrogen lone pairs
interactto destabilizethe syn transitionstate. hencethe antiadduct is formed.
For diane 418 , both ateric and electronic teeters should be considered . There is
noreasonto believe that this dianewould favor syn additionbecauseal tha
unfavorable interactionbetweenthe acetal hydrogenandincoming dienophile at
the syn lace in conformation A. Even if diane41a existedin conformation B, the
electrostatic effectbetween theoxygen lone pairsand that of the nltroqensis
stronger than anyapparently unfavorableinteraction between the phenyl group
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and the hydrogens on C·3a and C-7a on the incoming dienophile. This
elec trostatic reason is likely responsib le lor the anti-anli addition observed in the
dimers of these dienes .
A stud y of the relative rates in the endo/exo selectivities in the Dlels -Alder
reaction of cyclopentadiene with butenone (Table 4) has been investigat ed in a
polar solvent , e.g. water and the results indicated an increase in enao
seJectivily.6a,70 Earlierresults of studies of 49 andits uerivatives with dienophiles
In our laboratory similarl y estab lished that the various adducls obtained arose
from endo addition.·9 An extension of this selectivity in terms of facial selectivity
was carriedout In a study of acetonide diane40a with maleimldeInvarious
solvents (Table 8). Antiaddilton wasobserved, bUItheracial selectivity
Increased steadily from non-polar solvent to polar solventsuch as
dimethylsulfoxideand highestin water. Rationalizationsoffered forthe endo
selectivitiesobtainedin reactionof cyciopentadienewith butenone, range from
micellaraggregationto the hydrophobic effect.68.69 It seems probable in our
systems that the increasein facial selectivity correlatedlooselywith
concentrationand solubilityphenomenon. In organic solventsthe addends
dissolvedand theireffeclive distributionbetweenthe two faces, i.e., the synand
ant/faces, were evenly spread, clearly, there is nodiscriminationof any partof
the addendswhichwould be more polar or non-polarthatwould presentor
demandbeneficial coordinationwith the solvent. However,in a polarsolvent,
such as water, theaddendswere muchless soluble, and it is conceivable that
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the water moleculeswere more crowded at the syn lace due to hydrogen
bonding with the oxygen thus encumberi ng this syn lace. This therefore induced
the dienophile to undergo addition from the opposite side, l.e.• the anetece.
This syn-lace crowding proposal diminishes upon decreasinqthe concentration
of the polar solvent used. For example, very dilute solutionsin water the lacial
selectivity was low. The probable rationalization is that at this very small
concentration the addends becomediluted such that the water molecules
become ava ilable at both laces just as in organic solvents . When Lief. LiCIO~ in
ether were usee" (Scheme 28) in the Diets-Alder reaction of cyclopentadiene
with ethyl acryla te, the hydrophobic effect was advanced 10account for the
remarkable rate accele ratlon. Recently, catalys is has been argued as being
responsible for the ecceiereucn." We similarly investigated the euect on facial
selectivity using the same media, l.e., Lie l, and LiCIO. in ether. The ertect on
our additio ns was that it decreased the proportion of the anti adduct. The reason
lor these selectivities wi th Lie l, UCIO. in ether in our system sterns from the fact
that this compound behaves as organic molecules which affec t the effective
polarity of the po lar molecule, e.g. water, therefor e what is expected I:; an effect
which invari ably affecte d the resultant selectivity .
Fin ally, the synthetic utility of adducts obtained is that they may serve as
precu tscrs for the synthesis of natural products and novel compounds of
biolog ica l interest.
ss
EXPERIMENTAL
Melting points (mp) were determined on a Bsher-Jchne apparatus and
areuncorrrected. Infrared (if) spectra were recordedon a Mattson Polaris FT
instrument. Mass spectral (rns) data were from a V.G. Micromass 7070 HS
instrument, or from the model 5970mass selective detector that is part 01a
Hewlett-Packard gaschromatograph, massspectrometer (gc I rns) system.
The rnsdata have this format: m/z (% of base peak). Nuclear magnetic
resonance (nmr) spectra were obtained on a General Electric GE 300·NB (300
MHz) Instrument, except in some few inslances In which a Varian EM ·360 (SO
MHz) instrument was employed. The 'H shifts of COCI3 solutions were
measured relative to tetramethylsHane, but in other solventsshifts were
calibratedto a solventresonance. Standardabbreviationsapply: br '" broad, s '"
singlet.d • doublet. t "' tripletandq '" quartet. AII13C nmrchemical shiftswere
calibrated to a solventresonance. Forsomecarbonsfor which rigorous
assignments are not provided the numberof attached protons(APT) may be
indicatedin parentheses afterthechemical shift. Unambiguous assignments
wereaided bycorrelation spectroscopy (COSY). heteronuclear 2-D spectra
(HETCOR) and bynuclearOverhauser effect (nOe) measurements,which also
led to the assignmentof stereochemistry. The nOe measurementswere made
from setsof Interleaved 'H experiments(16k) of 8 transients cycled12 to 16
Urnes throughthe list of frequenciesto be saturated. Thedecouplerwasgated
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onin CWmodefor 6 secondswithsufficient attenuationto give a 70-90%
reductionin intensity of the Irradiated peak. Frequency changes were preceded
bya 60 seconds delay. Fourscanswere usedto equilibratespinsbefore data
acquisition, but a relaxationdelaywas notappliedbetweenscansat the same
frequency. The nOe difference spectrawere obtained Irom zero-lilled 32k data
tables to which a 1-2 Hz exponential line-broadening function hadbeen applied.
The nOe data are reported In this format: irradiated signal (enhanced signal,
enhancement).
Solvents such as chloroform, dichloromethane. and carbon tetrachloride
were purified by disUlJation from calcium hydride (CaH2) . Methanol, acetone,
benzeneand diethyl etherof A.C.S. reagentgradequalitywereused. Pyridine
was storedover anhydrouspotassiumhydroxide (KOH), afterdistillation from
KOH. Reactionswere rununderan atmosphere of dry nitrogen. Theprogress
of reactionswas monitored by thin layer chromatography (TLC)using
commercial platesof silicagal 60(0.2 mm; F-254, E. Merck). Spots of
components weredetectedby observation undershort-wavelength ultraviolet
light orby spraying with a solutionof phosphomolybdicacIdand eerie sulfatein
10%sulfuricacid, followedby heating. Ethylacetateandhexanewas the




To a so lution of 1,4-cyclohexadi ene 33 (34 .0 g, 0 .425 mol) chilled to -
60°C was adde d brom ine (67.9 g) in CHC~ (13D mL, l.e .: about 5 g of 8rz to 10
mL of CHCI3) d ropwise while stirring slowly so that the temperature did not rise
above -60"C. CHCI3 (100 mL) wasadded10Increasethe proportionof solvent
until a yellow colour persisted. Thedibromocompound was insoluble in cold
solvent andthis precipitated. After obtaining a persistent yellow colour, the
solution was warmed. which caused the dissdlution of the precipitate. The
solven t was evapor ated under reduced pressure to about 10 mL and the product
was vacuum d istilled at 78 • 79°C (0.9 mm Hg) 10 alford 34 (93.0 g, 91%): mp 33
. 34SC; lrv.....: 3036, 2955. 2899, 1655, 1427, 1339, 1253. 1170,851 em". lH
nmr (CDCI,)0 : 5.66 (dd , J . 0.7, 1.5 Hz, 2H), 4 .52 (1, J . 1.5 Hz, 2H), 3 .20 (dl , J
'" 1.4, 14 Hz, 2H), 2.60 (dt, J = 2.0, 19.1 Hz, 2H); " c nmr (CDCI3) 0: 121 .9 (1),
48.3 (1),3 0.9(2):90 1ms: 242(3), 240 (4), 238 (2) (all M' ), 161 (21, 159 (3),81
(3), 79 (100), n (33), 51 (18),43 (3),
(IR',2s' ,4R',5R}4,5-Dibromocyclchexane-l ,2-diol (35)
In a 5-Iitre, 3·necked flask was placed95% (2-litres) 01ethanol andwater
(1 l). Into this was added MgSO.l itted with B stirring motor and chilled to
between(-5 to ·10°C). The dibromocyclohexene (30.0 g, 0.125 mol) was added
as a liquid (melted before hand. mp 33-34SC) mixed with a small amount of
acetone (10 mL) to lower its viscosity andprevent freezing. KMn04 (20.0 g,
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0,125 mol) was dissolvedinH20 (1 L) was added forover5 hours,and the
mixture was stirred for another 16 hOurs after which time reaction haswarmed
uptoroom temperature. The resultingMn02wasdissolvedwith5029as until
themuddycolorbecame light brown. The solidwas filtered, and thefiltrate was
reduced to 1 Litre using vacuum distillation. and the concentrate was extracted
withCH2CI 2 (100 mLx 10). The combinedorganic layerswere washedwith
saturated NaCI (200 mL x 2) and driedoverMgS0 4 • Thiswasfollowed by
filtration ofthe MgS0 4 and recrystal1lzation fromCHCI3 (50 mL) to afforda white
powder35 (13.0 g, 38%): mp 103 -1 05°C; lTV.....: 3380. 2910, 1445, 1295. 1060,
990 em"; lH nmr(CsDsN) 15: 6,60 (br 5, 2H), 4.84 (ddd, J= 4.5,10.7,12.0 Hz,
lH), 4,39 (ddd, J . 4,5,10,7,12,0 Hz, 1H), 4,26 (m, 1H), 3,98 (ddd, J= 2,8, 4,2,
11,3 Hz, 1H), 2,92 (ddd, J= 11.3, 12,0, 12,5 Hz, 1H), 2,82 (ddd, J . 2,9, 4,5,
13,8 Hz, 1H), 2,70 (ddd, J . 4,2,4,5,1 2,5 Hz, lH), 2,16 (ddd, J = 2,2,12,0,13,8
Hz, 1H); "c nmr (C,D,N) ~ : 70,7 (1), 70,2 (1), 55,8 (I ), 54,8 (1), 42,9 (2), 41,2
(2); ms: 195 (M' - " 6r, 14),193 (14), 177 (20), 175 (21), 113 (13), 95(67), 67
(100), 55 (79). ExaetMasscaled. forC6H 88'BrO (M' _798r - H20): 176.9734;
found: 176.9728.
(t R',2S',4R',5R}4,5-Dibromo-1,2'bis(trimethyfsifyJoxy)cycfohexane (37) and
(1R',2S',4R',5R}4,5.Dibromo-2-hydroxy.1-frimethylsiJyloxycyclohexane (38)
To 366 mg(1.33 mmol) ofIhedibromodiol35 inpyridine (S.OmL)was
addedchlorotrimethylsilane (TMSCI) (1.69 mL,0.013 mmol)at aoc, andthe
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mixturewasallowed 10warmuplor 1 hour. Carbontetrachloride(10 rol) was
added, andthe resultantsolid wasftlteredorf witha Kirnwipeplugin a Pasteur
pipette. TLC indicated twospots.oneforcompound 37, the otherfor 38. The
filtrate was evaporated andflashchromatography on silica gel(10%ethyl
acetateinhexane) gavetwoproducts37 (0.404 g, 72%) and38 (0.020 g, 4%).
FOf37: mp42· 43°C; lr v.....: 2956, 1251,840 em"; 'H nmr (COCI3) 0 : 4.32 (I, J =
11.4, l H), 3.98(1, J= 12.7 Hz, lH), 3.79(s, 1>1), 3.52 (dd, J= 2.1, 11.1 Hz, l H),
2.47 - 2.35 (m, 2H), 2.17 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 1.69 (1, J = 13.0 Hz, 1H), 0.08 (s,
18H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 0 : 71.1(1), 71.0 (1), 53.4 (1), 52.7 (1), 42.7 (2), 39.6(2),
0.4 (3), 0.01 (3); ms: 405 (6), 403 (14), 401 (7) (all M' - CH,), 339(7), 257(3),
249(12), 191 (8), 176 (7), 167 (4), 156 (3), 147 (80), 136 (7), 103 (18), 95 (16),
73 (100), 67 (32), 45 (19) . Exact Mass calcd. for C,lHu"Br9SrSI20: (M· - CH, ):
402.9582; found: 402 .9585. For 38: mp 92 - 92.5°C; lTV.....: 3498. 2933 . 1469,
1251, 1111, 862 em"; 'H nrnr (COCI3) 0: 4.31 (ddd. J = 4.4, 8.8, 13.3 Hz. 1H),
3.97 (ddd, J = 5.1, 5.2, 15.3 Hz, l H), 3.76 (d, J . 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.66 (ddd, J= 2.9,
3.3,12.6 Hz, lH ), 2.68 (ddd, J = 4.2, 4 .2, 14.5 Hz, lH ), 2.39 - 2.83 (m, 2H), 1.92
(ddd, J . 2.3, ;.8, 21.7 Hz, l H), 0.01 (s, 9H);"C nmr (CDCI,) 0 : 70.3 (I), 69.8
(1),52.6 (1), 51.6 (1), 39.9 (2), 39.6 (2), 0.05 (3); ms: 333 (7), 331 (14), 329 (7)
(all M' - CH,), 267 (14), 265 (14),176 (15), 174 (16), 151 (6), 138 (6), 95(29),
77 (10), 75 (100), 73(80), 67 i59), 45 (12), 40 (12). Exact Mass ealed. fer
C,H140tSi81Br79Br (M+- CH3): 330.9187; found: 330.9185.
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(1R',2S·,4R',5R) ·2·Acetoxy-4,S-dibromo·,-trimethylsilyloxycyc/ohexane (39)
To 0.378 9 (1.09 mmol) of themono·TMS derivative 38 dissolved in
pyridine (2.0 ml ) was added aceticanhydride (0.6 ml) at room temperatcre
under N2 andthe solutionwas stirred lor18 hours. TLC indicated threespots.
The solvent wasevaporated, and Ihe residue was chromatographed onsilica gel
(30% ethyl acetate in hexane)to alford39 as white solid (0.156 g. 37"/0). slarting
material3S anddibromodiacetate36. For 39: mp 103 - 104"C; lrv",..: 2959,
1738, 1438. 1376.1 239.11 88, 1078 em" ; 'H nmr(CDCI]) b: 5.10 (t. J""2.3 Hz.
1H), 4 ,24 (ddd, J. 4.1, 4.3, 16.2 Hz, l H), 4,08 (ddd, J . 4.8, 4.9,1 4.1 Hz, lH ),
3.78 (ddd, J = 3.0, 3.0, 11.1 Hz, lH), 2.66 (ddd, J. 4.6, 4.6, 14.7 Hz, lH ), 2.44-
2.33 (m, 2H), 2.12 (5, 3H), 2,03 (dod . J= 1.3,2.2, 3.1, Hz, 1H), 0.01 (5, 9H): "C
nmr (CDCI,) 6: 170.1 (0),71.1 (1),68.6 (11,51.6 (1), 51.4 (1), 40.0 (2), 39,912),
21.1 (3), - 0.14 (3): ms: 258 (2), 256 (4), 254 /2) (aUM' - C,H" O,S i), 169 (1),
132 (2), 117 (100), 95 (5), 79 (2), 55 (51, 45 (17), 43 (87).
(1R',2S',4R',5R}1 ,2-Dlacetoxy-4,5·dibromocycfohexane (36)
Todibromodiol35 (138 mg, 0.50 mmol) dissolved in pyridine (2.0 mL)
was added aeetlcanhydride (1.0 mL), and thiswasstirred lor 18hours. The
solventwas evaporated, andflashcolumnchromatographyofthe resteue on
silica gel (30% ethyl acetate in hexane) gave36(O.163 g, 90%)as a white solid:
mp 72 _74°C; trv, ..: 1741, 1596, 1365, 1224 em"; 'H nmr(CDCI3) 6: 5.31 (t, J =
2.4 Hz, 1H), 4 ,92 (dd, J. 3.2, 6,5 Hz, lH), 4.35 - 4.28 (m, lH), 4.19 - 4,12 (m,
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l HI, 2.69 (ddd, J . 4.9, 4.9, 14.8 Hz, lH ), 2.56 (ddd, =4.2, 4.3,13.6 Hz, lH I,
2.44 (dd d, J = 10.2, 10.2, 13.6 Hz, l H), 2.12 (dd, J = 2.8, 25.3 Hz, lH), 2.12 (5,
3H), 2.11 (5, 3H ); 11(;nmr (CDCI3) at roomtemperature 6 : 169.8 (0), 169 .6 (0),
68.9 (1), 68.2( 1), SO.6 (1), 37,1 (21, 20.9( 31, 20.8 (3): "c nmr al-6O' C 6 : 170.7
(01, 68.6(1), 68.3 (I) , 87.0 (I ), 66.9 (1), 51.4 (11, 51.1 (1), 50.4 (1), 44.6 (1),
38.3 (2), 36.0 (2), 29.6 (2), 27,9 (2), 21.5 (31, 21.1 (3), 20.9 (31:v c nmr al 6O'C
6: 169.5(0), 169.3 (01, 68.9 (11, 68.3 (1), 50.6 (11, 50.1(1 ), 36.9 (~) , 35.6(21,
20.713) ,20 .6 (3): ms: 256 (6), 256 (13), 25417) lall M' - C, H,O, I, 219 (251,217
(23), 175 (7), 137 (15), 95 (21), 78 (9), 67 1'3 1, 43 (1001.
( IFf .2S·,4R',5R"j-4,S.Dlbromo·'.2-dimethoxycycJohexane (43) and
( I R',2S',4Ff,5R'j -4,5-Dibromo-2-hydroxy- I -methoxycycJohexane (44)
To a stirred solution of dibromodiol 35 (2.00 g. 7.30 mmol) inCH2C~ (75
ml) was adrJed 50% NaO HlH 20 (50 ml), followed by dimethylsulfate (1 ml),
andtetra-n-butyJammonium iodide (1.0 g), whichhad already been dissolvedIn
CH2C~ (1 mL). -the mixturewas stirredlor 24 hours. and CH2CI2 (SO mL) was
added. andthe organic layer was separated. This was washedwithH20 (50 ml)
anddried over MgSO.. Flashcolumnchromatography afforded43 asan 011
(0.843 9, 41%) and 44 (0.729 9,35%), alsoas an oil. For 44: if vlIIU : 3427,2985,
2944,2897,1636,1439, 1196,1104,1030 ,932 cm': 'H nmr (CDC!!) 0: 4.86 (br
d, J . 6.6 Hz, 2H), 3.92 1dd, J . 2.9, 7.3 Hz, 1H), 3.44 • 3.36 tm. 2H), 3 .29 (brs,
3H), 2.18 Idq, J . 2.9, 6.5 Hz, 1H), 2.07 (dq, J . 7.3, 14.2 Hz, 1H), 1.81 (dQ, J =
95
6.5, 13.6 Hz, 1H), 1.71 (dl, J = 2.7,6.8 Hz, lH );g o /ms: 177 (2), 175 (2)(.11 M' ·
B, · CH.O) , 141 (34 ), 109 (62), 97 (3B), BB(25), 79 (39), 45 (100). Fo' 43: i,
vmu:: 2930, 2892, 2829 , 1460 , 1364, 1308 , 1195 , 1112 , 1001, 946 and 828 em" ;
'H nmr(COCI3ll5 : 4.27 (ddd, J: 4.3, 4.5, 17.2 Hz. lH ), 4.03 (dod, J'" 4 .5, 4.8 .
16.8 Hz, 1H), 3.66 (d, J = 8 Hz, 1H), 3.44 (5, 3H), 3.3B (5, 3H), 3.27 (dd d, J =
3.2, 3.3, 11 .1 Hz, 1H), 2.77 (ddd, J '" 4.4, 4.5, 15.5 Hz. lH), 2.55 ·2.48 (rn, 1H),
2.40 (I, J:: 11.4 Hz , 1H), 1.83 (ddd, J::: 2.1, 2.4, 24 .1 Hz, 1H); 13C nmr (COCI3)
6 : 78 .9 (1), 75.6 (1), 57.3 (1), 56.5 (1), 52.6 (2), 52 .0 (2), 36.1 (3); go I ms: 22 3
(58), 222 (6), 221 (. 11 M' · C.H,O,), 191 (24 ), lB9 (24), 165 (15), 97 (43), 88
(28), 45 (100).
(1R',2S·,4R',5R).4,S-Dibromo-t-methoxy·2-trimethylsilyJoxycycfohexane(46)
To a solution of44 (2.06g, 7.17 mmol)andpyridine (5.0 ml) was added
TMSCI (2.0 tnt , 14.3mmol) at DOC, andthe solutionwas stirredat room
temperaturelor2 hours. Thesolution wasexnactedwitheel.(10 ml) , and
filtered to removepyridinium chloride, and flash columnchromatographyyielded
46 (0.901 9, 35%) andunreactedstartingmaterials. For46: It vmu ; 3434. 2987,
1652.1445,1380,1265 em"; lHnmr (CDC~) b:4.36 (ddd, J = 4.5. 4.5. 17.7 Hz.
1H), 4.13 • 3.96 (m, 2H), 3.32 (b' a, 3H), 3.11 Iddd, J = 2.3, 4.5, 10.8 Hz, 1H),
;;.53 · 2.31 (m, 3H), 1.90 (ddd, J= 1.B, 2.1 , 24.0 Hz, 1H); ms : 346 (3), 344 (6) ,
342 (3) (a ll M'·CH,), 280 (22), 278 (22), 264 (12), 242 (11), 246 (4),176 (7) , 150
(6) ,108 (7),95 (24), 88 (100), B2 (14), 75 (16), 73 (87), 67(52), 58 (27),45 (32),
96
40 (13). Exact Mass eatcc. for C.Hl1Sil 'Br19BrOl (M· . CH3) : 344.9343 ; found:
344.9352.
( fR",2S·,4R',5R}2-Acetoxy-4,S·Ofbromo-f-methoxycycJohexane (45)
To a solution of 44 (1.09 g, 3.80 mmol) in pyridine (1.0 mL) was added
acetic anhydride(1.0 mL), and the solution was stirredat room temperature for
24 hours. Concentrationofthemixtureandflashcolumn chromatography in
silicagel (20% ethylacetate In hexane) afforded 45 (1,099, 87%)as a colorless
oil and unreactedstarting material. For 45: ir v....: 2962, 2831, 1740, 1439,
1375 .1 291.1236, 1189, 1168, 1111, 1023 ern' : lH nmr (CDCI3) 0: 5.36 (ddt J=
1.7, 4.3 Hz, lH I, 4.23 (ddd, J . 4.5, 6 .0,17.2 Hz, lH ), 4.05 (ddd, J . 4.5,4.8,
16.8 Hz, 1H), 3.34 (be S, 3H), 3.29 (dd. J =2.9, 3.9 Hz. 1HI. 2.68 (ddd, J = 4.5.
4.5, 14.7Hz. lH), 2.55 lddd, ' 1.4, 4.4. 8.8 Hz, lH). 2.33 (ddd. J . 11.2. 11.3 ,
13.3 Hz. lH ), 2.13 (be S, 3H), 2.01 Iddd, J . 2.5, 2.5 , 2.8 Hz, l H); ' 'C nmr
(CDCI, ) 5: 170.1 (0), 77.4(1), 67.5 (1), 56.9 (1), 51.8 (1), 51.3 (2), 38.2 (2), 37.1
(3), 21.1 (3); ms: 272 7), 270 (14), 268 (7) lall M' · C,H.O,). 250 (6). 190 (25),
188 (26), 127 (7), 108 (15), 95 (9), 67 121), 60 (13), 45 (261,43 (100), 40 (13),




To the dibromodiol 35 {4.28 g, 0.015 mo~ in CH2C~ (50 mL) was added
para-toluenesulfonic acid (PTsOH) (1.39 g, 0.007 mo~ . To these was added 2.2-
dimetho xypropane (8,14 g. 9.61 ml) and mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 3 hours. TLCshoweda product at At · 0.46 (20% ethyl acefare
I hexane). The sckmcn waswashed with 1M NaOH (100 mLx 2), saturated
NaCI (100 ml x 2) , and dr ied over MgS0 4 • The solvent was evepcratec, and
flash column chromatography afforded 40 as an oil (4.68 g, 96%), which
solidified during storage : mp 107 · 10BoC; ir v.... : 2940, 2906. 1439, 1364. 1289,
1182.11 17. 1062 and 1062 em" : 'H nmr (CDCI3) 0: 4.44 (ddd, J:: 3.8. 4.' , 7.6
Hz, 1H), 4.30 (dd, J= 5.0, 10.1 Hz. lH), 4.20 (t, J . 12.3 Hz. 2H). 2.75 (t, J = 4.6
Hz. 2H). 2.37 (dd, J . 7 .6, 14.9 Hz. l H). 2.82 · 2.17 (m, l H), 1.53 (s, 3H), 1.33
(s. 3H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 0: 108.7 (01.72.4 (11. 71 .9 (1). 5 1.0 (1). 45.8 (1). 35 .9
(2). 34.4 (2), 28 .1 (3). 25.9 (3).
cis-3a,7a-Dihydro-2,2-dimethyl-1,3-benzodioxole (4011)
According to the method of Yang,7' to the dib4'omo compound 40 {4.S8 g.
0.015 mo~ in benzene (35 mLj was added OBU (8.97mL, 0.060 mol) as a
solution In benzene (10 mL), and the mixture was healed at reflux for 3 hours,
atter which Ume TLCshowed a UVactive spot lor the ctene R. '" 0.68. A white
curdy precpltate was founddeposited at the sides ofthe reaction flask. The
react ion mixture wascooled and filtered, and this wasextracted into benzene
(50 ml). The benzene solution was washed with NaHCO, (50 mLx 2) and dried
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over MgSO •. The solvent wasevaporated to afford anoil. whichwas flash
chromal ographed on silica gel (20% ethy l acetate I hexane) to afford 40a as a
colorless oil (2.09 g, 92%,): lr vmu: 2987.1379.1209,1032 em·I; 'H nmr (CD CI,)
6 : 6:00 (m , 2H), 5.93· 5.87 [m, 2H), 4.66 (t, J = 1.7 Hz, 2H ), 1.43 (5, 3H), 1.40
(5, 3H): " c nmr (COCr,)6 : 125.1 (1), 123.6 (1), 104.4 (0), 70.2 (1), 26.6 (3), 24.6
(3): ms: 152 (M' , 1),137 (42), 109 (3), 95 (100), 94 (96), 77 (53), 66 (94), 65
(50), 43 (87). E}(acl Mass caJcd. for CSHgOZ (M' - CH,): 137.0680; found:
137.0599.
(2a,3aa,5a,6/l,7aa)- (41) and(2a,3aP.Sp,6a,7ap)-S,6-Dibromohexahydro-2-
phenyl-1 ,3-oonzod ioxofe (42)
To a solution 01 the cis-diol 35 (6.39 g, 23.3 mmol) In dry CH2C~ (15 mL)
was addedpTsOH (1.05 g) and benza ldeh yde dimeth yl acetal (17.7 g. 116
mmol)as a solutionIn dry CH2Clz(10mL), andthe mixturewas stirredat room
temperature lor 24 hours afterwhich time thesolutionwas washedwith20%
NaHS0 3 (100mL), 1M NaOH (100 mL), NaHC03 (100mL) andsaturatedNaCI
(100mL). After drying over MgS04• the solvent wasevaporated. hexane(50
mL)was addedto theresidue, and thesolutionwas refrigerated at 0 to - SoC lor
2 ·3 days. Whitecrystals werefilteredoff and washedseveraltimes with
hexane. The combinedhexanesolutionswere evaporated andconcentratedto
about5 mLby vacuumdistillation. The residue was chromatographedon silica
gel (10% ethyl acetateI hexane). Thetotal yieldof41was 30%(2.39g) while
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thal ol isomer 42 was 23%(1.85 g). For 41: mp 125· 127"C; iTv....: 2903.1459 .
1362.1219.1107.1069. 976 em·I; 'H nmr (COeta) 0: 7.51· 7.34 un.5H). 6.17
(s, I H), 4.47 (ddd, J . 3.9, 7.4, 8.2 Hz, 1H), 4.39 1m, I H), 4.33 (m, IH), 4.19
Iddd, J = 4.5, 7.4, 7.8 Hz, I H), 2.84 lddd, J = 3,9 , 5,5, 15.1 Hz, I H), 2.78 1ddd, J
= 4.5,5.0,1 5.2 Hz, l H), 2.46 (ddd, J= 6.2, 7.8 , 15.2 Hz, IH), 2.25 1ddd, J = 4.7,
8,2, 15.I Hz, lH );"c nmr( CDCr,) 5: 138.9 10), 129.0 II}, 128.3 (1), 125 .9 (1),
102.2(1 ), 72.9 11}, 72.6( 1), 50 ,8 (1), 48 .5 (1),34.5 (1), 33,3 (1); ms: 364 (3),
362 (6), 360 (3) (aUM'), 363(11), 361 (22), 359 (11) (a UM' · H), 159 (12), 157
(10), 105 (100), 79 (96), 78 (49), 77 (71), 67 (59), 51 (35). Exact Mass cacc. lo r
C,:sHue'Br20 2(M·· H): 362.9241; found: 362.9231. For 42: mp63· 65°C; ir v,....:
1412.1173,1 069.101 1cm' : 'H nmr (COCI3) 0: 7.58 - 7.56(m, 5H), 5.85 (s.
lH ), 4.45 lddd , J . 3.8, 6.7, 8.0 Hz. lH ), 4.37 (ddd, J = 5.2,5.3 , 5.7 Hz. IH),
4.28 1ddd, J= 5,3, 5.4 , 6.0 Hz, IH), 4.24 fddd, J =4.8, 6,7, 6.7 , Hz, I H), 2.64
Iddd, J= 4.8,5.4, 15.5 Hz, 'H), 2.79 (ddd, J - 3.8, 5,7, 15.0 Hz, ' H), 2.49 1ddd,
J- 6.0, 6.7, 15.5 Hz, lH), 2.28 (ddd, J = 5.2, 8 ,0, 15.0 Hz, IH); "c nmr (CDCI,)
5: 137,1 (D), 129.3 (1) 128.4 (1), 126.4 (I) 103 .8 (11, 73.3 (1), 73.0 (1), 50.8 (I ),
48,3 (1), 35.5 (2), 34 .4 (2); ms : 384 (3), 362 (6), 360 (3) (aUM' ), 363 (11), 361
(22), 359 (12) (allM' , H), 159 (10), 157 (8), 105 (' 00), 79 (96), 78 (48) ,77 (76),




To thedibromoacetal41 (1.88 g, 5.20 mmol) in benzene (35mL) was
added D8U (3 .11 l"L, 0.02 mm ol) as a solution in benzene (10 mL), and this
wasstirredat reflux for 8 hours. TheHBr saltwas filtered from the benzene
solution, and it was re- extracted withbenzene (50 mL). Thecombined benzene
solution waswashed withNaHC03 (100 mLx 2), H20 (100mL x 2),and
saturated NaCI (l OO mL x2) fo llowed by drying overMgSO~ . Th e solvent was
carefully removed to give418 (0.679 g. 64%) as a light yellowcloudy oil : ir vO'&<:
3043, 2927, 1641 , 1217,1 068 em': ' H nmr(CDCI3) 6: 7 .55- 7.45 (m,2H ), 7.40 -
7.32 (m, 3H), 6.05 Im, 2H), 5.9 1 (m, 2H) , 5.83 (5, 'H ), 4 .86 (m, 2H); "c nmr
(CDCI,) 0: 137.4 (0), 129,0 (1), 128.2 (2), 126.3 (21,124 .9 (2), 124,6 (2) 100,7
(' ) 70 .6 (2); gc I ms: 199 (M' - H, 0.4) , 153 (0.5 ), 128 (3), 122 (4), 105 (46), 96
(59), 78 (100), tt (46 ), 66 (54), 51 (28). Exact Mass ca lcd for C,3H,202:
200.0837;found:200.0828.
(2a,3ap,7ap) -3a,7a-Dihydro-2 -phenyl-1,3-benzodioxo/e (428)
Thesame procedurefor 418was used. Tothe dibromo compound 42
(1.66 g, 4.59 mmol) in benzene (35 ml) wasaddedOBU(2.79 g, 0.073 mol) as
a solutionIn benzene (10ml) , and the mbn rre was heatedat reflux for 7 hours.
The solutionwasallowedto cool and filtered. The benzenesolutionwas washed
with NaHC0 3 (100 mL x 2), H20 (100 mL x2), andsaturatedNaCI(lOa mLx 2)
followed by drying over MgS0 4 • The solvent was evaporated to give 428 asa
I!ght yellowoil (0.549 g, 60%): Irv....: 3044, 2883, 1459, 1401 , 1217, 1061 em" ;
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' H nmr (CDCla) 6 : 7.50 · 7.46 (m, 2H), 7.36 - 7,32 (m . 3H), 6.08·6.01 (m. 2H ),
6.00· 5.94 (m,2H ), 5.64 (5, 1H), 4 .66 (I, J =1.6 Hz) : nDe data 0: 5.64 (7.50-
7 .46.4%: 4.66, 4'%), 4.66 (6.00· 5.94. 4%; 5.64, 9% ); uC nmr (CDC I3) 6: 136 .5
(0) ,129 .4 (1), 128 .2 (2), 126.8 (2) , 124.1 (2) , 123.8 (2),98.2 (11, 71 .0 (2): ms :
200 (M' , 4) , 199 (3 ), 172 (6), 154 (39), 106 (351,105 (901, 94 (100), 78( 64), 77
(BS), 66 (1OOj, 51 (50). Exact Mass calcd. for C'3H'2~ : 200 .0837; found:
200 .0836.
c1s-1,2-Dfacetoxy-3,S-cyclohexadiene(50)
To a solutionof the cs-cyctcnexa-a.s-oene-t ,2·diol 49from Aldrich
(O.3l 0 g. 3.34 mmol) In dry pyridine (2.0 mL )was added acctlc anhydr ide (1.5
mL), and the mixturewas stirredfor 16hours. Evaporationafthe solvent
foll owed by chromatog raphy afforded 50 (0 .210 g. 92%) as a colorless oll : ir v...:
3054,1740,1371 , 1241 ern' ; 'H nmr (COCI310: 6 .14 (m, 2H), 5.93 - 5.87 (m,
2H), 5.54 (' ,J= 1.2Hz, 2HI ,2 .07 (s,6H): " C nmr (CDCI,) 6:170 .1 (0), 126 .1
(1),125.1 (1), 66. 8 (1), 20.7 (3): ms: 196 (M ' , 1), 154 (3), 138 (13). 112 (60), 95
(96),94(1001, 78(331 ,77 (24),66 (66),43 (100). Exact Mass cared for
C1oH,a04: 196.073S ;lound 196.0725.
cis-' ,2-Bis(trimethylsilyloxy)-3,5-eycJohexadiene (51) and cis·2·Hydroxy-1-
trimethylsilyloxy-3,5-eycJohexadiene (52)
To cis-diol 49(O.305g, 2.72 mmol)in drypyridine (3.0ml) wasadded
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TMSCI (2.8 mL) at O~C . The solutionwasallowed to warmup toroom
temperature for1 hourbeforeCCI4 (10 ml) wasadded, andthesolutionwas
filtered. The filtrate wasevaporated andflashchromatography onsilicagel
(10% ethylacetate I hexane) afforded51 (0.403 g, 60 %) as a colorless 011 , and
22.6 mgof the monoTMSdiene 52 wasalsoobtained. For51: lrVm... : 2958,
1412 ,1252, 1119, 840 em" ; 'H nmr(CDCI3) 13 : 5.99·5.94 (m, 2H), 5.89·5.84
(m. 2HI, 4.14 (t, J= 1.1 Hz, 2H), 0.15 (s, 18 H): "c nmr (CDCI,) 0: 130.4 (1)
124.0 (1),68.9 (1), 0.2 (3): ms: 256 (M', 21). 191 (10), 167 (2), 147 (17), 73
(100), 45 (17). ExactMasscalcd. for C12H2402S12: 256.1314; found: 256.1314.
For 52: ' H nmr(CDCI,) 0: 6.015· 5.89 (m, 3H), 5.18·5.76 (m, lH ), 4.34 ·4.30
(m, 1H), 4.25 (5, lH), 4.15 - 4.12 (m, lH ), 0.17 (5, 9H ); 13C nmr(CDCI3) 0: 129.4
(1), 124.6 (1), 124.5 (I ), 68.2 (1),67.5 (1), 67.0 (1), 0.2 (9).
cis·1,2-Dimethoxy-3,5-cyclahexadiene (53) andcis-2 Hydroxy-t-methoxy-3,5-
cycfohexadiene (54)
To a 50%NaOl-UHzO (50 ml) solution wasaddedCHaClz(75 ml ), thedial
49 (0.344mt, 2.77 mmol) , dimethylsulfate (1.59 ml, 16.6 mmol), andtetra-n-
butyfammonium Iodide 40% 'iJ/W (0.6 g), whichhadbeendissolvedinCHaC~ (1.0
mL). This wasstirred atroomtemperature for16 hours. MoreCH2Clz (50 ml)
was addedto themixture, andtheorganicextract waswashed withHzO (50
ml), saturated NaHC03 solution (50 ml), H20 (50 ml), and saturated NaCI (50
ml), anddriedoverMgS04• Filtration andconcentration of thesample afforded
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53 (0.711 g. 20%) as colorlessoil as wellas themonomethyLaled derivative54
(0.049 g, 14%). For 53: lr v.....:2929. 1464, 1122 cm': 'H nmr (COCIJl~: 6.04 -
6.03 (m, 4HI, 4.00 - 3.99 (m, l HI, 3.81 (5, l H), 3." (5, 6H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 6:
126.9 (1), 124.8 (I ), 73.9 (I ), 56.2 (3). For 54: 'H nmr (CDC~) 6 : 6.04 - 5.97 (m,
4H);4.36 (dd, J - 1.8. 6.1 Hz. 1H), 3.86 (dd. J .. 3.6. 6.3 Hz. 1H). 3.45 (5. 3H),
2.47 1d, J. 7.8 Hz, 'H ); "c nmr (CDCI, ) 6: 130.3 (I), 125.9 (1),125.7 (I) , 124.3
11), 65.9 (1), 60.311), 56,8 (3),
Diels-Alder reaction of 50 withdisthylazodicarboxyJate(DEAD) (55):
Diethy/(3a,6a,ra.s«;7R',ss} (5611) and (Sa,6a,7P.SP.7S',BR")-3a,6,7,8a-
tetra1lydro.J,6-etheno-' ,3-<Jiacetyfoxypyridazine-' .2-dicarboxylare(56b)
To a solution of cis-cyclohexa-3,5-diene· l.2-diacetate50 (0.288 g. 1.47
mmoQin chloroform (2.0 mL) was added diethyl azodicarboxylate (0.231 mL
1.47 mmol) and the solutionwas stirredat room temperature for 72 hours. TLC
lndlceted twonew spots along with some unreaeted starting materials. The
solvent was evaporated, but 'H nmr analysis~f the crude adduct mixture
revealed broadening of the proton signalsin the methlne region sothat adduct
ratioscould not be taken. Chromatography(30% ethyl acetate I hexane) gave
56 (0,316 g, 58%) as pink 011 along with another diastereomer 51 (0.080 g, 15%).
For 56a: irv rnu.: 2984, 1736, 1607, 1480, 1406, 1405,1300, 1233, 1060 ee r': lH
nmr (CDC~) 0: 7.00 · 5.00 (br, 4H, methineand bridgehead H's), 4.26 (m, 4H),
2,03 (m, 6H), 1.27 (m, 6H); ms: 370 IM-, 0.03), 237 (4),1 96 (8),176 (19), 151
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(3), 56 (19), 26 (1DO), 27 (27). For 56b: ir v.u : 2984, 1727, 1606, '469, 1373,
1324 ,1236.1203 and 1061 cm': 'H nmr (CDCI]) 6 : 7.00 ·5.00 (br, olefinic
protons). 4.33 " 4.19 (m, 2H), 2.13 " 2.01 (m, 3H), 1.36 " ' .25 (m, 3H).
Diefs-Aldsfreactionof 51 withDEAD:(3a,6O'.7et,Ba. 7R',eS} f,2·dfcarbo-
ethoxy-3,6,7,S-tetrahydro-7,8-bis(frimethylsilyloxy}-3,6-efhenopyrldazine (57)
To a solution ofes-t ,2-bis(trlmelhylsllyloxy)-3,S-cyclohexadiene 51 (0.155
g, 0.603mmol) inchloroform (1.0 mt) was added DEAD (0.095mt, 0.603
mmol), andthe solution was stirred at roomtemperaturelor 24 hours. The
solvent wasevaporated, andthelHnmrspectrum of thecrude productcould not
be usedto detect signals for two or more adductsdue toline broadening. Flash
column chromatography (10%ethyl acetate I hexane) afforded a lightpink01157
(0.125 g, 48''1..). About 23 mg01thestarting materialwasalsoobtained. During
columnchromatography somegaseswerereleasedprobably dueto some
decomposition of the adduct:lrvmu : 1709. 1519. 1415, 1360, 1245. 1062ern':
'H nmr (CDCI,) 0: 6.00·4.35 (br, 2H), 4.36 (d, J': 3.3 Hz, 1H), 4.19 "4.11 (m,
2H), 1.24 (dd, J : 7.2, 14.7 Hz, 3H); vc nmr (CDCI,) 0: '55.4 (0), 125.3 (' ),
102.3 (1) 63.8 (1), 62.3 (2) , 61.4 (2), 14.1 (3),0.06 (3) ; ms: 356 (M" " C,H,O , 3),
284 (19), 244 (26), 226 (5), 211 (22), 196 (7), 176 (76), 176 (10), 153 (10), 147
(100),136 (46), 126 (26), 109 (53), 96 (15), 83 (52), 73 (32) , 66 (18), 61 (28),55
(36), 45 (47). ExactMasscalcd. forC13H20N 20 , (M·· CSH 1ot0 Si2) : 284.1012;
found: 284.1023.
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Diels-Alder reactionof 408 with DEAD: Diethyl (3aa,4P,7aa,7p} -3a,4,5,5a-
letrahydro·2,2-dimethyl-4 ,7·etheno·1,3·dioxolo{4,5·djpyridazine-5,6 -
dicarboxylate (58).
To the acetonloe40a (O.108g, 0.711 mmol) Inbenzene(4.0 ml) was
added DEAD(0.112mL, 0.711 mmol), and the solutionwas stirred atrcom
temperaturefor 24 hours, andthe lH nmrspectrumorthe crude reactlcn mbdure
revealed only oneproduct. The solventwasevaporated andflash column
chromatography ofthe residue(30%ethylacetateI hexane)gave 58(0.222g.
96%) as colorless all: ITvmu: 2952 , 2924,1736,1725, 1452,1356, 1300, 1240.
1093 em" ; lH nmr(CDC13) 0: 6 .51(brt• •/ = 6.3 Hz, 1H), 6.36{br t, J=7.0 Hz,
lH), 5,15(b' m, 2H), 5 .04 (b' m, l H), 4.47 (b' m, 2H), 4 .40 - 4.10 (m, 4H), 1.33 -
1.25 (m. 6H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 0 : 133.4 (0), 128.7 (1), 111 .0 (0), 73.6 (1),73.0
(1), 62 .9 (1), 62.6 (1), 5 3.4 (2), 51.3 (2), 25.5 (3), 25.4 (3) , 14.4 (3), 14.3 (3);
nOe data: 6.50 (5.15, 10%; 5.03 , 11%; 1.29, 0. 1"10),5. 15 (6.50. 11%;6.36 ,11%;
4.46, 8%), 4,47 (5.15, 14%; 5 .03 , 14%; 1.29, 0.4%),4.18 (5.15. 3%;5.03,2%;
1.29, 1.2%),1 .29 (6.50 . 3.5%; 6.36, 3%; 4.46,5%;4 .18,5%); 1 .29 (6.50 . 20%;
6.36,2%; 4.48 , 9%; 4 .18 , 5%); ms:326 (M', 1.5 ). 311 (7),268 (2), 226 (6), 196
(6), 195(5),166 (14), 153 (20), 123 (16 ), 95 (29), 81 (10 0), 80 (13)(8), 43 (22).
Exact Masscared. forC14H1S0 6N2(M' - CH3): 311.1241; found: 311.1253 .
Diels·Alderreaction of 41, withDEAD: Diethyf (2p,3ap.4a,7a,7aPJ-3a.4,5,5a-
tetrahydro-2-phenyl-4.7-elheno·1,S-dioxolo{4,S·djpyridazlns-S.6-dlcarboxylare
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(50) and (2a,3aP.5aa,6a a ,6a,8P,9aa,fDa ,1Daa . 70tJfJ) -
3a,Sa.6. 6a.9a. l0, 1 oa.l0b-<JCtahydro-2,8~iphenyl-3a.5a, 6.1().elhenonaphthol·
1.3,l.9- tetraoxo/e (61)
To a solutionof the cene 418(0.153 g. 0.764 mmol) inbenzene(8 .0 mL)
wasadded theDEAD (0.24 mt , 1.5mmol), andthe solution was stirredat room
temperature lor 24 hours. The 'H nmr spectrum of thecrude productshowed
signalsforthe dtmer, which completelymaskedthose for adduct60 Inthe
melhine regionof thespectrum. Chromatographic separationon silicagel (30%
ethyl acetate f hexane) affordedthe adduct 60as yellow a ll (O.142 g, 50%) and
the dimer 61 (0.033 9, 12%). For60 : ir v....: 3064 , 2982. 2934, 1720, 1619,
1478,1451 , 1311,1239. 1116.1073, 872 cm·1; 'H nmr (COC~) 6: 7.35 (br m,
5H), 6.67 (I, J . 5.3 Hz, 1H), 6.56 (~ J ' 6 .7 Hz), 6.02 (. , lH ), 5.27 (b' m, lH),
5.11 (br m, 1H), 4.69 (br m, 1H), 4.33- 4 .10 (m, 4H ), 1.35 - 1.23 (m.6 H); nQe
data:6.67 (6.02, SOlo:5.27. 10%; 5.17, 11%), 6.56 (6.02. 8%; 5.27. 10%; 5.17,
10%), 6 .02 (7.35 , 1%), 5 .27 (6.6 7, n %; 6.56, 11% : 4.69, 9%: 4.56, 9%), 5.17
(6.67. 120/0: 6.56 , 11'10: 4 .69. 9%: 4.56. 9%),4.69 (7.35, 0.5%:6.02, 3%: 5.27,
12%:5.17,1 2% ), 4.56 (7 .35, 0.5 %:6.02, 3%:5.27 , 12%; 5.17, 12%), 4.20 (1.27,
2%),1.27 (4.20, 0.1%): " c nmr (COCI,) 6 : 138.1 (0), 134. 3 (1), 130 (1), 128.0
(0), 128.3 (1), 125.7 (I ), 106.0 (1), 74.6 (1), 73.8 (1),62 .9 (2),62 .6 (2), 53. 3 (1),
51.3(1), 14.3 (3), 14.2; ms: 374 (M', 0.5), 302(3), 268(3) , 239 (5), 196 (10),
195 (8),1 67 (19), 153 (2 2), 123 (19), 105 (12), 95 (n), 91 (8), 81 (100), 80 (12),
78 (10), 77 (12). E",ct Mass ca lcd. lor C,,H,,N,O . : 374.1476; found: 374 .1472.
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For 61: mp 176 · 179°C; ir Vm ... : 3034, 2943, 1457, 1368 , 1224, 1097, 1066 cm':
'H nmr (CDCI,) 0: 7.45 · 7.30 (m, 10H), 6.18 (t, J = 3.6 Hz, lH), 6.04 (5, lH),
5.85 (d, J. 1.8 Hz. lH ), 5.83 (5, lH) . 5.81 (dd , J= 1.5, 4.2 Hz , lH), 5.80 (d, J =
10.1 Hz, lH), 4.50 (dd, J= 1.7,4 .5 Hz, 1H), 4.41 (5, 2H), 4.25 (d, J . 4.8 Hz.
1H), 3.04 (brs, 2H), 2.43 (dd d, J = 1.8, 3.6,9.0 Hz, lH ), 2.35 (d, J . 9.0 Hz, lH );
nOe data: 6 .19 (6.04, 6%; 4.51 , 5%; 3.06, 6%),6 .04 (7 .36.0.3 %:6 .19 ,0 .8% ;
4.43, 0.5%),5.85 (7 .43 . 3%; 5.62, 10%;3 .C6. 3%; 2.46, 4%), 5 .83 (7 .43, 0.9%:
5.62 .8 "!o; 3 .06,3 % : 2.46, 4% ), 5.62 (5.85, 15%, 5.84. 2%; 5 .83 , 3% ; 4.51, 4%),
4.51 (7.36, 0.05%; 6.19,2 % : 5.85, 1%; 5.62 , 6%;4.26,5%; 2 .46, 1% : 2.35,1 %),
4.43 (7.36 . 1%:6.04 ,3%: 3.06 , 6% : 2.46.14%;2 .35,16%); 4.26 (7.4 3, 20/0: 5 .84,
1%; 4.51,10%; 3.06, 8%; 2 .46 , 0.6% ; 2.35. 3%) 3.06 {B.19, 8% ;6.04 , 1%; 5 .84,
16%;5.83, 18%; 4.43, 5%; 4 .26.15%:2.46,4%:2.35,2%),2.46 (5.85, 8%; 5.83.
5% ; 4.43,5%; 3.06. 2%; 2.35,10% ),2.35 (5.84, 1%; 4.43, 5%.; 4.26,3%; 3.06 ,
1% ; 2.46, 11%); 13C nmr(CDCI3) 0: 139.2, 138.7, 133.2, 132.5 , 130 .8, 129.7 ,
129. 7,128,7,128,3,126,2,125,8,124.2,104.8.101.0. 79.3,79.1.77.2,71 .7 ,
68 .0,41.3,40,9,38.6,3M, 33.1,30.2,23 .6,22.9; ms: 399 (M· · H. 2) 294 (7),
188 (14). 172 (11), 159 (12), 148 (5), 144 (8), 141 (8), 129 (11 ), 119 (12), 105
(100), 94 (32), 91 (34),78 (42), 88 (11).
Diers-Alder reaction01428with DEAD: (2a ,3aa,4P,7aa,lp)-3a,4,5,5a·
tetrBhydro-2·phenyf·4,l-etheno·1,3·dioxofoI4,5·djpyridazine-5,6·dicarboKylate




To a solutionof the diene42a (0.222 g. 1.10 mmcl) in benzene (8.0 mL)
was addedDEAD(0.44 mL, 2.8mmol), and thesolution wasstirred at room
temperature for24 hours. Thesamplewasevaporated andchromatographed
(30% ethylacetateI hexane)10affordtwoproducts62 (0.224 g, 54%), as light
pink oil, and elmer 63 (O.014 9, 3.5%). For 62: ir v.....: 2981,2915,1736, 1703,
1591,1462, 1402,1373, 1310. 1238, 1067 em"; lH nmr (CDCI3) 0:7.37 (m, SH),
6.69(brt. J . 6.1 Hz. lH). 6.55(b, t, J = 6.6 Hz. lH); 5.69(s. l H). 5.30(m, l H).
5.17(br m, l H). 4,69(m. lH ). 4.56 (br m, lH ), 4.31 - 4.12 (m, 4H), 1.27 (brt. J=
7.0 Hz, 6H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 6; 135 ,1 (0), 133.8 (2). 129.8 (1), 128.9 (0), 128
(1), 127.1 (1), 104.7 (1), 73 .9 (1), 73.4(1), 62.9 (2), 62,6 (2), 14.4 (3), 14,2 (3);
nOe data: 6.61 (7.37, 0.6%; 5.30,4%: 5.20, 4%l. 6.47 (7.37, 0.6%; 5.30, 4%;
5.20,5%),5.69 (7.37 , 2%; 4.53, 3%.). 5.30 (6.61, 5%; 6.47,5%; 4.53, 4%) , 5.20
(6 .61. 7%.; 6.47. 6%; 4.53,5%),4.53 (5.69, 6%; 5.30, 6%; 5.20 , 5%); me:374
(M-, 0.7),302 (2), 268(2), 239 (4), 196 (9). 167 (16), 153 (21), 123 (16), 105
(18), 95 (11), 91 (9), BO (100). 78 (11), 77 (15). Exact Mass calcd. for
C'6H"N20. (M· · C3H~02) : 302.1265; found: 302.1268. For 63: mp 152 - 154°C;
ir vlIW.: 3066, 1601, 1521 em"; 'H nmr(CDC13) 6: 7.49 - 7.40 (m. 10H), 6.17 (t, J
= 3.9, 2H), 5,B4(br s , l Hj , 5.72 - 5,63 (dd, J. 0,6, 25.5 Hz, l H), 5.67(1, J . 2.2
Hz, l H). 5.61 (s , 1H), 4.37 (ddd, J= 2,7,3.0,11 .1 Hz, 2H), 4.31 (t, J= 5.1 Hz,
lH ), 3.13 (d, J = 2,7 Hz. 1H), 3.07 (d, J = 2,7 Hz, 1H), 2.44 (dd, J= 9.3,13.8 Hz,
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2H); nOe data:6.11 (7.44, 0.9%1;4.37. 1%; 4.30.1 %: 3.14. 4%: 3.07. 4%), 5.84
(7.44, 2% ; 4.37, 0.6%: 4.30. 7%), 5.68 (7.44, 0.7%;4 .37. 1,4%; 3.07, 4%; 2.45.
1%),5.68 (7.44 , 2%: 4 .37, 3%), 4.37 (6.17, 2%: 5.84, 4%: 5.68. 2%: 5.61, 9%:
3.14,6%; 3.07, 3%; 2.45, 10%),4.30 (6.l l, 1.3%: 5.84,12%; 5.61, 3%: 3.14,
13%: 2 .45, 4%), 3.1416 .17, 4%: 5.68, 2%: 4.37 , 2%: 4.30,13%: 2.45, 2%) , 3.07
(6.17, 4%; 5.68.5%: 4.37. 2%: 4.30 . 2%: 2.45. 2"/,,) . 2.45 (5.68. 3%:4.37 . 9%:
3.14,4%; 3.07 . 5%); 13C nmr(COCI3) 6: 137.8, 136.0. 132.8, 129.7. 129.2.
129.0. 128.2, 127.3, 127.1. 126 .4, 103.1, 79.6, 78.9, 70.5,40.8, 34.5, 33.5; ms:
400 1M' , 1), 39 9 14), 29415), 188 (61), 170 (27), 159 (36). 145 (27), ' 31 124),
129 122),1 19 (311, 105 (100), 94 (39), 91 (72), 771 54), 661 29), 50 1' 3). Exact
Masscalcd. for C,zH,zOz (M· · C,.HI20 Z) : 188.08 36: found: 188.0834.
Diels-Alder reaction of 49 with 4-phenyf-l,2,4-lriazoline·3,5-dione (59):
(5a ,8a , lOS', l1R ) (64) and (5a .8a ,10R', l1S} 5.8-Dihydro-IO,l1 -dihydroxy-2-
phenyl-5.8-ethtimo·1H-{1,2,4Jtriazolo(f .2..aJpyridazine· t.3(2H)-diono (65)
To a solution of diol49 (0.109 g, 0.89 mmol) wasHdded slowlya-pnenyl-
1,2,4·triazoline·3,S·dlone (0.171g. 0,98 mmol) dissolvedinacetone (1.0 ml).
and the mixture was stirredat roomtemperature lor 18hours. TlC Indicated
twospots, andllashcolumn chromatographygave 64 (0.193g, 68%) as a white
solid and65 (0.019 g, 7%), alsoas a white solid. For64: mp226· 228°C;lrv......:
3354 ,2927,1779,1737,1502,1434,1288 em" : 'H nmr (CDCI,ICD,OD) 0: 7.4 6-
7.44 (m, 5H), 6.50 (dd, J =3.2, 4.0 Hz, lH ), 5.00 (m, 2H), 3.95 (m, 2H), 3.20 (m,
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2HI; nDe data : 6.50 (7.45. 0.2%; 5.00. 2%), 5.00 (7.45, 0.1%; 6.50. 4%: 3.95,
3%), 3 .95 {7.45. 0.3%: 6.50. 2% ; 5.00, 7%; 3.20 , 1%),3.20 (7.45, 0.5%: 6.50,
0.4%; 5.00. 3% : 3.95. 2'%); lJc nmr (CDCI, ) 0: 130 .0. 129.1, 125.5. 62.1,56.0;
ms: 287 (M·. 2,5). 258 (71. 228 (15). 119 (41), 91 (12), 79 (100). 38 (12). Exa ct
Mass calcd. for C,.H13N30. : 287.0905; found: 287.0893. For 65: 'H nmr (CDCI.!)
6 : 7,43 ·7,4 2 (m, 5H), 6.55 (I. J o 3.6 Hz, 2H), 5.04 (m, 2H), 4.43 (br m, 2H). 2.76
(2 x OH , 2H).
Diels-Alder reBction of 50 with 59: (5a,8a. l f R',IDS) (66) and
(Sa,Sa, l IS', fOR'j-fO,1f -Bls(acetyloxy)-8.5-dihydro-2-phenyl-5,B-9theno-' H·
If.2,4)triazoJo{ f .2·a}pyridazine· ',3(2H)-dions (67)
To diene 60(0.163g, 0.830 mmol) was plpetted slowly 4-phenyl-l ,2,4·
meaeuoe-a.s-ercne(0.145 g. 0.830 mmol) dissolvedIn acetone (5.0 mL). and
the mixture was stirredat roomtemperature for 16 hours. The carmine red
colour of the dienophile was discharged. TlC analysis of the reaction mixture
revealed two spots. Thesolvent was evaporated under vacuum, and the 'H nmr
spectrumof the crude sample showed an adduct ratio of 9:1. Flash column
chromatographyof the residue on silica gel (20% ethyl acetateI hexane)
affordeda white solid 66, which was recrystallizedfrom hexane to give 0.238 g
of product (77%) , and minor adduct 67 , which wasalso recrystallized from
hexane to give 0.039 9 of adduct (13%). For68: mp 219-220°C; lrv mu : 3071,
2978, 1749, 1718,1 501, 1421, 1374, 1240.1 144.1067 cn r': lHnmr (CDCls)0:
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7.44 (m, 5H), 6.58 (apparent dd, J = 3.2, 4 .1 Hz. 2H). 5.46 (m. 2H), 5.12 ·5.08
(m, 2H), 2,05 (s, 6H): nOe da ta: 6.58 (5.11. 11%: 2.05. 0.2%). 5.47 (5,11. 16%:
2.05,0.5%) ,5.05 (6.58, 8%,; 5.46, 8%; 2.05. 0.2%), 2.05 (7.42, 0.4% ; 6.58.
1.6%; 5.46,1 .6%; 5.11,1 .2%): -c nmr (CDCI3) 6: 169.1 (0), 130.9 (2),129.4 (2),
129 ,0 (0). 128.4 (0). 125.3 (2), 67.0 (2). 51.4 (2). 20.2 (6): ms : 371 (M'. 1.3).329
(1).269 (12). 228 (15). 227 (76). 118 (27). 81 (12). 80 (62). 43 (100). Anal.
calcd. forClsHt10sN3:C, 58.23; H, 4.58;Nt 11.32:found:c.58.35;H, 4.63: N.
11.38. For 67: mp 224 · 225°C; lr v; ..: 2922 ,1743.1706.1599.1504,1417.
1370 crn'': lH nmr(CDCI3) 0: 7,45 (m.SH), 6.59 (apparent dd, J= 3.1, 4.2 Hz,
2H). 5.12 - 5.08 (m, 2H). 5.03 [m. 2H). 2.15 (s, 6H); nOe data : 6.59 (5.10. 10%;
5.03 , ,0/D; 2.14. 0.1%), 5.10 (6.59, 9%; 5.03 , 7%; 2.14,1 %), 5.03 (6.59, 2%;
5.10.13%: 2.14, 0.2%), 2.14 (7.42, 0.6%; 6.59, 0.1%:5.10. 0.9%; 5.03. l eVo): 13C
nmr (CDCt,) 6: 169 .8 (0). 155.3 (0). 130.0 (2), 129.2 (2). 128.5 (0). 125.5 (2).
63 .3 (2). 53.1 (2), 26.5 (6): ms: 371 (M-. 2.7 ). 228 (22). 227 (100). 119 (25). 109
(13), 80 (55), 43 (70). Anal.catcd. lor C,eHnN30e: C, 58.27; H, 4.58; N, 11.32;
found:C, 58.27;H,4 .61; N, 11.34.
Diels-Aldef reactionof 51 with59; (Sa,Sa ,10R',11S')-S,S-Dihydro-2-phenyl-
10,"-bis[(trimethy/siJyl)oxyj-5,S-ethenO-1H-11,2,4jtriaz%l' ,2-ajpyridazine-
1.2(2H)-dione (68)
To a solution of diene51 (85 mg,0.33 mmol)waspipetted slowly4~
phenyl·1,2,4·trlazoline-3.5·dlone (60 mg, 0.33 mmol) dissolvedIn acetone(1.0
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ml), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 16 hours. 'H nmr
analysis of the crude sample revealed signals for only one adduct. The solvent
was evaporated . and the residue was chroma tographed on silica gel (30% ethyl
acetate I hexa ne) to afford 68 (0.103 g. 72%) as a wh ile solid : mp 62-63 °C; it
v-.: 2955. l n 4, 1718 . 1509, 1503. 1404, 1252.11 20 cm': 'H nmt (CDC~) 6 :
7.42 - 7.36(m, 5H), 6.54 (apparent dd , J = 3.2, 4.0 Hz, 2H), 4.82 - 4.79 (m, 2H),
4.33 (nar m, 2H), 0.2 1($, 18H); nOe data: 6 .53 (4.80. 10%). 4.80 (6.53, 10%;
4.33 ,8%; 0.20 , 0.3%), 4.33 (4.80. 16%; 0.20 , 0.7%), 0.20 (6. 53, 2"10; 4.80. 5%;
4.33 ,5%),0.21(6.54.1 .5%; 4.80, 5%1; 4.33 ,5%); 13C nmr (CDC13) 0: 155 .6 (0)
130.1 (0), 129 .5 (2), 129.2 (1), 128.4 (1),125 (1), 68.4 (1), 54 .5 (1), 0.23 (3); ms :
416 (M' - CH" 2), 227 (100) , 204 (15), 147 (15), 118 (16), 90 (4), 79 (43), 75
(12),73 (GO), 45 (8). Anal. calcd. for ~oH29N30.S1 2 : C. 55.66 ; H, 6.71 ; N, 9.74 ;
found: C. 55.70; H, 6.66; N. 9.79.
Diels-AJder reaction of 41. with59: (2a,3ap,4a, rOa,roafJ)-3a,4, roorOa-
Tetrahydro-2,7-diphenyf-4, ro-etheno-6H-1.3.cJioxoIO{4,5-d]{1,2,4]triazo(o{ l. 2-
a]pyridazine-6,8(7H)-dione (70)
To a solutIon0'the diene418 (0.126 g, 0.63 mmoJ)In acetone (4.0 ml)
was pipetted sJowly 4·phenyl-1,2,4-triazollne-3,5-dlone (0.110 g, 0.63 mmol)
dissolved in acetone (1.0 ml ), and the solutionwas stirred at room temperature
for 16hours after which time themixture turnedorange1n colour. The solvent
was evaporated under vacuum. 'H nmranalysis of the residue led to an
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inaccuratedetermination al tha adduct rancbecauseof contaminationby signals
of the dimer. Flashcolumn chromatographyof the residueon silicagel (30%
ethyl acetate I hexane) gave white solid. which was recrystallizedfromhexane 10
give 0.129 9 017 0 (55%) and the dimer 61 (0.\156 g, 21%). For 70: mp 238 ·
239°C; Ir vmu : 2922 , 1782, 1718 , 1596 , 1501, 140'i. 1112 em" : ' H nmr (C DCI3) 0:
7.45 - 7.36 (m, 10H). 6.61 (apparentddt. J. 3.2. 4.r. ' oz. 2H), 6 .09 (5. 1H), 5.27
(m, 2Hl, 4.82 (nar m, 2H); nee data: 6.61 (6.09, 7%; 5.27, 8%), 6.09 (7.37 ,1 %;
6,61,3%; 4.82,0.5%),5.27 (6.Sl , 5%; 6.09, 0.7%: 4.82, 6%), 4.82 (7.37, 1%:
6,09,2%, 5.27, 11%); 13C nmr (CDCI3) 6 : 155.5 (0), 134.6 (Ol, 131.0 (0), 131.1
(0),129.1 (2), 128.4 (1), 127.2 (1), 125.4 (1),1 05.6 (2), 74.1 (2), 52.3 (1); ms:
375 (M', 11), 269 (83), 240 (84), 227 (98), 121 (45), 119 (75), 105 (18), 94 (10),
91 (30) ,79 (100), 78 (59), 65 {1al, 50 (13). Exact Mass calcd. forC2,HI1 N30 .:
375.1218; found: 375.1200. Anal.calcd. forC 12H17N30.: C, 64.28; H, 4.28; N,
20.00. found: C, 64.08: H,4.29; N, 20.04.
Diels-Alder reactionof 428 with 59: (2a,3aa,4p,fOp, fOaa )-3a,4,10,10a-
Terrahydro-2.7-diphenyl-4,fO-etheno-6H-f ,3-dioxolo[4,5·d][f ,2,4]triazolo[ f ,2-
a]pyn'dazine-6,8(7H)-dione (71)
To a solution ')f dlene428 (0.167 g, 0.83 romol) wasp1petted slowlya
solution of 4-phenyl-1,2,4·triazoline·3,5·dione (0.146g, 0.83mmol) dissolved in
acetone (4.0 mL) at roomtemperature, and the mixture wasstirred at room
temperaturefor 16 hours. The solvent was evaporatedto leavea yelloworange
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residue. which waschromatographed on silicagel (30% ethytacetate I hexane)
10 afford71 (0.195 g, 62%) and dimer 63 (0.036 g, 12%). For71: mp 193·
195°C: tr v.....:2921, 1783.1 719,159 6,1 501. 1406 em"; lH nmr (COCI3) 6: 7.46
, 7.41 (m, 10H), 6.52 (apparent dd, J = 3.1, 4.0 Hz, 2HI, 5.79 (s, lH ), 5.31 ' 5,21
(m, 2H), 4.73 (m, 2H); nOe data: 6,53 (7.38, tato, 5.29, 11%),5 .79 (7.38, 3%.
4.73, 7%),5.29 (6.53. 7%. 4.73. 70/0). 4.73 (5.79.17%; 5.29, 15"10); ''(; nmr
(CDCI,) 6: 155.5 (0), 130.1 (0), 129.1 (2), 129.1 (2),128.4 (2), 127.2 (2), 125.4
(21, 105.5 (1), 74.0 (I ), 52.1 (1); ms: 375 (M', 8),269 (58), 240 (58), 227 (65),
167 (15), 153 (18), 123 (16), 121 (37), 119 (GO), 105 (33), 95 (14), 91 (32), 80
(100), 78 (56), 65 (20). 50 (16). 38 (24). Exact Mass caicd . for~lHt7N304:
~75.1 2 1 7 ; found: 375.1225.
Diets-Alder reactionof 40. with59: (3ap,4p.10P, IOaa)-3a,4,10, fOa·Tetrahydro-
2.2-dimethyf-7-phenyl-4.10-ethen0-6H-l ,3-dioxolo{4,5.<Jj{1,2,4Jtriazolo(l .2-
aJpyridazine-6.8(7H)-dione (69)
To aceton ide 408 (0.104 g. 0.689 mmol) in acetone(4.0 mL) waspipetted
slowly 4-phenyl-1,2,4-triazoline-3,5-dione (0.120 g, 0.689 mmol) di~solved In
acetone(4.0 mL). The mixture wasstirred at roomtemperature lorabout 16
hours andafter whichlime the solutionwasevaporated, andflashcolumn
chromatographyonsilica gel (30% ethylacetate ' hexane)afforded light grey
compound69 (0.256 g, 970/0): mp248 - 2500C;lr v....: 2923,1 777, 1712, 1596,
1500, 1401,1 253 em"; 'H nmr (CDC~) 6 : 7.45· 7,43 (m, SH), 6.41 (del, J = 3.5,
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3 .8 Hz, 2H). 5.16·5.12 (m, 2H), 4.66 (m. 2H). 1.35 (5. 6H); nOe data: 6.42
(5. 14, too!a; 1.35, 0.1%), 5.14 (6.42. 90/0; 4.66. 6%;), 4.66 (5. 14. 14%; 1.35. 1%),
1.35 (6.42, 3%; 4.66 ,11 %); "c nmr (COCI,)~ : 155.5 (0), 130.7 (0), 129.1 (I) ,
128.8 (I) , 128.4 (0), 125.4 (I) , 112.1 (1), 73.8 (I ), 52.3( 1), 25.4 (3), 25.3 (3);
ms: 327 (M· , 2), 312 (11), 269 (23), 240 (41), 227 (100), 121 (29), 119 (59), 95
(73), 91 (18),80 (67), 78 (42), 43 (83). Exact Mass calcd . for C 17HnN,O.:
327.1217. found: 327.1210.
trans-4,S·DibromocycJohexane oxide (47)
To a solution of 47 (1.40 g. 5.85 mmol) in CHCI, (2.0 mL) was added
mCPBA(1.30 g) dissolvedinCHC~ (4.0 rnL), and the solution was heated at
reflux for 17 hours. The white precipitatewasfiltered,washedwith NaHSO, (2 I(
50 ml ), NaHCO, (2 x 50 rnl ), H20 (2 x 50 ml), saturt.ted NaGI (2 x 50 ml), and
driedoverMgSO•. The solution was filteredandevaporatedto afford white
crystals 47 (0.582 g. 39%): mp 68 · agoe: irv_: 1415. 1009. 889 cm' ; lH nmr
(COCI,) ~ : 4.30 (ddd, J . 4.6, 6.7, 7.7 Hz, l H), 4.19 (ddd, J . 6.3, 6.3, 7,7 Hz,
1H), 3.23 (m, 2H), 2.99 (dd, J . 4.5, 16.0 Hz), 2.69 (ddd, J . 3.5, 6.3, 16.5 Hz,
lH ), 2.65 (dd, J . 6.3, 16.5 Hz, lH ), 2.46 (ddd, J . 3.2, 6.5, 16.0 Hz, lH ); "c
nmr (COOI,)~ : 50.7 (1), 50.2 (1), 48.7 (1), 47.3 (I) , 33.3 (2), 32.3 (2); ms : 256
(M', 0.1), In (3), 176 (2), 175 (3), 174 (2), 95 (21), 67 (100).
' ,3,5-cyclohsxatrisns 1,2--oxids/ oxspin 48
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To a solution of 47 (1.50 g. 5.89 mmol) in benzene (8 rnl ) was added
OBU (3.52 mt., 23.5 mmcll as a solution in benzene (1.0 ml), and the mixture
was heated at reflux forabout 6 hours, and after which time the solutionwas
washed with NaHC03 (3 x 25 ml ) and saturated NaCI (3 x 25 ml ), and dried
over ~C03' The solutionwas filteredand concentrated, and the sample was
chromalographedon silicagel (30% ethyl acetateI hexane)to afford a light
yellow 01148 (0.385 g. 70%): tH nmr (CDCI3) 0: 6.26 (m, 2H), 5.88 (m, 2H), 5.12
(d. J= 4.5 Hz. 2H); 13C nmr (CDCI3) 0: 130.7, 128.6, 122.3. 120.2, 110.0, 107.5 ;
ms: 94 (M', 61), 78 (7), 68 (35), 66 (100), 65 (68),
Dials-Alder reaction of 48 with 59: (Sa,Ba, 10R' ,11R) 10,11·Epoxy-S,8-dihydro-
2-phenyl-S.S-stheno-1H-{f ,2,4/triazolo{1,2-ajpyridazine-1,3(2H)-dione (72)
To the diene 48 (0.11 g. 0.125 mmol) was added a solution of a-phenyl-
1,2,4-triazoline-3,S-dione (21.9 mg, 0.12 mmol) in benzene (1.0 mL). and the
mixture was stirred lor aboul 16 hours. The solvent was evaporated, and flash
column chromatography of the residue on silica gel (30% ethyl acetate I hexane)
afforded while solid 72 (0.324 g, 97%): mp 177 - 178°C; irvmax: 3064,2987,
1773,17 17,1501,1404,1 265,1060 cm': 'H nmr (CDCI3l6: 7.45 - 7.40 (m, 5H),
6,17 (I, J . 3,8 Hz, 2H), 5,31 · 5,30 (m, 2H), 3,72 (m, 2H): nOe data: 6,17 (5,30,
7%),5.30 (6.17, 7%,; 3.72, 9%), 3.72 (5.30, 9%); 13Cnmr (CDCI3) 0: 156.2 (0),
130,9 (0), 129,1 (1), 128,4 (1), 125,4 (1), 125,0 (1), 54,5 (1), 41,8 (1): ms:271
(M' + 1, 0,5), 268 (M', 5), 268 (32), 239 (23), 121 (21), 118 (75),94 (100), 91
117
131), 801' 4), 78 (35), 68 120), 66 (681,64 120), 50 (15), 43 (14), 39 124), 28 (12).
Anal. caled. for C1.H"N303: C. 62.43; H, 4.12; N, 15.61; found: C. 62.56; H. 4.15;
N, 15.72.
Diels-Alderreaction of 408 withdimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate: Dimethyl
(3aa .4p,7p,7aa ,8S·,9S"j3a,4,7a,7-dihydro-2,2-dimethyl-4,7-etheno-1,3-
benzodioxole-8,9-dicarboxylate (73)
To a solutionof theacetcnice40a (0.118 g. 0.1'82 mmol) in benzene(2.0
rnl ) was added dimethyl aceryleneecarbcxytate (0.111 g. 0.782 mmol), and the
mixture was stired at room temperature fort7 hours. TLC showed a spot tor
theadduct at A, '"0.48 (30%ethyl acetate I hexane). The solutionwas
concentrated, and the residue waschromatographed on silica gel (30%ethyl
acetateI hexane)to affordwhilesolid73, whichwasrecrystallized Irom hexane
to give 0.198 9 (86%): mp93 - 94°C; ir v.....: 2995, 2946 . 1731, 1713. 1644,
1615,1433,1383,1340 ,1270,1245,1164,1057 em"; 'H nmr (CDC!,) 0 : 6.39
(dd, J= 3.1, 4.3 Hz, 2H), 4.39 (m, 2H), 4.25 - 4.20 (m, 2H), 3.79 (s, 6H), 1.34 (s.
3H), 1.26 (s, 3H); no e data: 6.39 (4.23, 11%; 1.34, 0.2%),4 .39 (4.23, 7%: 1.26,
2%),4.23 (6.39, 9%; 4.39 , 5%) , 1.34 (6.39, 2% ; 4.39, 2%),1 .26 (4.39, 9%): 't
nmr(CDCr,10: 165.7 (0), 141.2 (0), 131.2 (1), 113 .5 (0), 78.0 (01,52.3 (1),44.2
13), 25.7 (3), 25.5 (3); ms: 279 (M' - CH" 3),163 (18), 100 (85), 85 1'00), n
(10), 43 (22).
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Die/s-Alderreaction 408 withbutenone: (3aa,4a ,7a,7aa)- (74) and
f3a/l,4a, l a ,7ap)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-2,2-dimelhyl-1,3-dioxole-6H-4,7-
ethenotricyd o{5.2.2.(/'I·t·jundec-8-ene (75)
To the acetanide 40a (O.l26 g, 0.833 mmol) in toluene(S.DmL) was
added butenone in large excess(1.0mL) andhydroquinone (about0.01 g). The
mixturewas heated at reflux for about 72 hours alterwhichtime the solvent was
evaporated, and the residue waschromatographed on silicagel (20% ethyl
acetate I hexane) 10affordsolid 74, whichwas recrystallized from hexane 10give
(0.119 g, 64.4%), and colorless oil(0.017 g, 9% ), which containedtwo
inseparable adducts75 and 76. For 74 : mp61 . 62"C; Jrv"'U:2995. 2963. 2915.
2886. 1709, 1459.1 368, 1279, 1160, 1060 em'; 'H nmr (CDCI3) 0: 6.17 (I. J=
7.3 Hz, lH), 5.97 (~ J . 7.2 Hz, l HI, 4 .28 (dd, J . 3.1, 7.2 Hz, l H),4.22(dd, J .
3.2,7.2 Hz, lH ), 3.24 · 3.21 (m, l HI, 2 .92 (m, lH ), 2.48 (ddd, J= 2.0, 5.1, 9.7
Hz, 1HI, 2.18 (5, 3H). 1.81 (ddd , J = 4.2, 4.3, 13.4 Hz, 1H), 1.46 (ddd, J. 2.3,
9.8, 13.4 Hz, l H), 1.34 (5, 3H), 1.34(5, 3H), 1.2<' (5, 3H); nOe da ta: 8.17 (5.88,
3%; 2.92, 2%), 5.97 (6 .17, 3%: 3.23, 3%), 4.28 (3 .23, 4%; 2.92, 1%: 2.48, 8%:
1.46,1 %; 1.29, 1%).4.22 (2.92. 3%; 2.48, 2%; 1.46, 4%). 3,23 (5.97, 5%; 4.28,
3%; 4.22, 0.2% ; 2.48, 2%; 2.16, 1%),2.92 (6.17,5%; 4.28, 0.2% ;4.22, 3%; 1.81,
3%; 1.46, 2%), 2 .48 (4 .28, 7%; 4.22, 1%; 3.23, 3% : 1,46, 4%), 1.81 (2.92, 5%;
1.46, 9%), 1.46 (4,28, 0.04%; 4.22, 5%; 2.92, 2% ; 2.48, 5%; 1.8 1, 14%), 1.34
(8.17, 1%; 5.97, 2%), 1.29 (4.28, 7%; 4.22, 7%1; "c nmr (CDCI,) 0: 207.5 (0),
132.3 (1), 127.7 (1), 108.6 (0),1 27.7 (1), 108.8 (0), 78.2 (1), 78.2 (1), 48.8 (1),
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37 .1 (1). 34.4 (1). 28.3 (3). 25.3 (3). 24.9 (3). 22.9 (2); ms: 221 (M·. 0.9). 206
(12). 164 (19). 147 (8), 120 (62), 105 (11), 103 (36), 99 (25). 93 (15). 90 (22). 85
(19), 77 (23). 58 (16) , 43 (100), 40 (12), 38 (16). Exact Mass calor. for C\3HUOJ
(M · - H): 221.1176; found: 22 1.1186 . For 75: 'H omr (CDCIJ) 6 : 6.25·6.13 (m,
2H). 6.06 (I. J 0 7.0 Hz. 1H). 5.99 (t, J 03.0 Hz, 1H), 4.17 (od, J 03.1.7.3 Hz.
lH ). 4.10 - 4.06 (m, 2H), 4.02 (ddd, J . 1.0, 3.6, 3.7 Hz. 2H), 3.21 · 3.15 (m, 4H).
2.96 - 2,90 (m, l H), 2.87 - 2.61 (m, 2H), 2.56 - 2.49 (m, l H), 2.23 (s. 3H). 2.13
(S, 3H), 1.86 (ddd, J o l .9, 5.5, 13.5 Hz, 'H ), 1.53 (a, 3H). 1.35 (s , 3H), 1.31 (s,
3H), 1.22 (s , 3H); "c nmr (CDCI,) 0; 209.9 (0). 208.9 (0), 134.0 (1), 132.2 (2),
130 .5 (1), 130,2 (1), 111.6 (0). 107.7 (0), 77.7 (1), 74.7 (1), 74 .2 (I ). 48 .7 (1),
36.7 (3), 36.5 (1), 34.9 (1),34.5 (3), 29,0 (1). 28.2 (1). 26.3 (2), 25,3 (2), 24.6
(3), 24.3 (3), 21,9 (3), 21 .9 (3), 20.6 (3).
Diels-Alderreactionof40s withpara-benzoquinone: (4aa,Sa ,5aa,Baa,9a,9aa)-
(77) and (4aa ,5a, 5ap,Bap,9a ,9aaj- 4a,5,5a,8a,9,9a-hexahydro-7,7-dimethyl-
l ,4,5,9-dietheno-6,B-dioxolo-Sa,8a-napJJthyl·1,4-dione (78)
To diane40a (0.358 g,2.35 mmel) In benzene (2.0 mL) wasadded para-
benzoquinone(0.385 g, 3.53 mmol),andthemixturewasstirred at room
temperaturefor72 hours. The solvent wasevaporated, and theresiduewas
chromatographed on silica gel(20% ethyl acetateI hexane)toalford a brown
solidn, whichwas recrystallized firstfrom ethylacetateI hexaneandthenthree
times fromhexane togive a colourlesssolid(0.084g, 9%), and 78 asaUght
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brown solid.whichwas recrystallized fromethyl acetate I hexaneonce andthen
twice from hexane to afford a while solid (0.511 g, 56%). Forn: mp 151·152°C;
tr v.....: 2987, 2914,1693,1619. 1598,1 377.1 319,1294, 1060 em"; 'H nmr
(CDCI,) 0: 6.68 (s, 2H), 6.40 (dd, J = 3.0, 4.3 Hz, 2H), 4.58 , 4.54 (m, 2H), 4.27
(t, J'" 1.7 Hz, 4H), 1.36 (s, 3H). 1.25 (S,3H); nOe data: 6.40 (4.56, 7%; 1.36,
0.2%),4.56 (6.40, 6%: 4.27. 4%), 4.27 (4.56, 10%; 1.25, 2%), 1.36 (6.40. 3%;
4.56,1 %;4 .27,1 %),1 .25 (4.27, 9%); 13C nmr(CDCI]) 6: 183.3 (0), 135.9 (1),
131.4 (1),113.8 (0), 78.3 (1), 39.4 (1), 25.6 (3), 25.4(3) ; ms: 260 (M' , 10),245
(27),231 (18),202 (29), 185 (23), 173 (36), 157 (11), 145 (18), 129 (15), 119
(46), 99 (89), 91 (57), 85 (21), 81 (87), 77( 16), 65 (21), 54 (50), 50 (12), 43
(100). Exact Masscalcd. forC'5H'S04: 260.1047; found:260.1031. For78: mp
122 ' 123'C ; i ' v_: 2987, 2953, 1745, 1745, 1621, 1446, 1408, 1293, 1222,
1016 em"; 'H nmr (CDCI]) 6: 6.69 (5, 2H), 6.17 (dd. J; 2.8, 4.4 Hz, 2H), 4.09 (t,
J = 1.9 Hz, 2H), 3,50 (S, 4H), 1.50 (s. 3H), 1.36 (s, 3H); nOe data: 6.17 (4.09,
1%; 3.50, 2%), 4,09 (6.17, 2%: 3.50, 4%; 1.36, 2%), 3.50 (6.69, 2%; 6.17, 9%;
4.09,7 %: 1.50, 1%), 1.50 (3.50, 3%; 1.36. 1%), 1.36 (4.09, 9%; 1.50, 1%); 13C
nmr (CDCI,) 0: 199.3 (0),141.8 (1), 132.7 (1), 112.1 (0), 73.8 (1), 42.0 (1), 39.2
(1), 26.4 (3), 24.3 (3); ms: 260 (M', 10), 245 (50), 202 (13), 185(1 7), 173 (23),
157 (13), 145(15), 129 (16), 119 (28), 117 (15), 115 (10), 99 (46), 91 (43), 85
(15),81 (53), 77(13), 65(17), 54( 32), 50 (10), 43 (100). Exact Mass calcd for
C1sH160.:260.1047; found: 260.1070. ExactMasscared. forC,.H130. (M' - CH3) :
245.0812: found: 245.0815.
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Diels-A/der reaction of 408 with vinylenecarbonate: (3aa.4/J,4ap, 7ap.8f1.8aa) ·
(79) and (3aa,4/J,4aa,7aa,8{J,Baa) -3a,4,4a,la,8,Ba·hexahydro·6.6·dimethy!-2-
oXQ-4,B-ethenobenzo{1,2-d:4,5-djbis{1,3Jdioxole(80) .
To a solution of acetc nlde 40a (0.152 g, 1.00 mmo1) in benzene (8.0 mL )
was addedvinylene carbonate (0.12 mt, 2.0 mmel), and the mixture was heated
at reflux for 7 days. The solution was concent rated, and the residue was
chroma tog raphed on silica ge l (30% ethy l aceta te I hexane) to alford a while
soli d, which was recrystallized from hexane to give 0.182 9 (38%) of 79, and 80
which was also recrystall ized from hexane to give 0.043 9 (9%) of adduct. For
79 : mp 167· 169°C; lr v.....: 2985, 1795, 1594, 1371, 1267. 1166 , 1050 cm'': lH
nmr (CDCr,) 6 : 6.22 (dd, J= 3.0, 4.5 Hz, 2H), 5.16 (m, 2H), 4.21 (I, J " 2.' Hz,
2H), 3.47 ·3.45 (m, 2H), 1.45 (5, 3H), 1,30 (s , 3H); nOe da ta : 6.22 (4.20, 1%;
3.46,5%), 5.16 (4.20, 0.2% : 3.46, 5%; 1.45 , 0.7%), 4.20 (6.22, 2%; 3.46. 8%;
1.29, 2%),3.46 (6.22, 7% ; 5.16, SOlo; 4.20 . 5%), 1.45 (6.22, 0.1%; 5.16, 6%;
4.20,0,2%), 1,29 (5.22 , 0.4%; 4.20, 9%); 13Cnmr (CDCI3) 0: 155.0 (Ol, 130.4 (1l,
112.1 (0), 74.2 (1), 73.7 (I), 38.4 (1), 25 .8 (3), 23.2 (3): ms: 239 (M" ', ' 1, 223
(45), 179 (43), 118 (14), 107 (41), 94 (68),91 (27), 79 (29), 66 (20), 43 (100).
Exact Mass ca lcd. for C llH,,05(M' ~ CH3) : 223 .0605; found : 223. 0604. For 80 :
mp 205 · 207°C; lr v; .. : 2987 , 1771, 1594, 1536, 1462, 1375 . 1207 , 1172 , 1053
em"; ' H nmr (CDCr,) 6: 6.16 (dd, J= 3.2, 4.1 Hz, 2H), 4.67 (m, 2H), 4.20 (m,
2H), 3.48 ·3.46 (m, 2H), 1.34 (5, 3H), 1.27 (5, 3H): nee data : 6.16 (3.47, 5%;
1.35, 0.2%), 4,66 (4.19, 10%; 3.47, 7%), 4.19 (4.66, 13%,3.47,7%; 1.35. 0.1%;
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1.27, 2%), 3.47 (6.16, 6%: 4.66, 3%: 4.19, 3%), 1.35 (6.16,2%: 4.19, 1%),1 .27
(6.16. 0.7% ; 4.19. 7%); 13C nmr (CDC~) 6; 154.5 (0), 128.3 (1), 74.4 (1),74.0
(1), 38.8 (11,25.0 (3), 24.6 (31:ms: 239 (M' +I , 0.5), 223 (53), 179 (8), 136 (5),
118 (141, 107 (47),99 (12), 94 (43), 91 (26),85 (7), 78 (35), rr (23), 67 (12), 58
(39), 45 (11), 43 (100). Exact Mass cared. forCI ,H ' 10~ (M· · CH3) : 223.060 5;
found:223.0606.
Diels-Alder reactionof 40a withtetracyanoefhylene: (3aa,4a ,7a, 7aa )-S,5,6.6-
tetracyano-3a.4.7,7a·tetrahydro-2,2-dimethyl·1,3·dioxolo·4,7-ethenotrl-
cyclofS.2.2.Cf'·7'jundec·8-ene (Bt)
To a solution 01the acetonide 40a (O.122 g, 0.802 mmol)in benzene
(0.802 mmol) wasadded tetrecyanoethylene (0.102 g. 0.802 mmol), andthe
mixture was heatedat reflux for24 hours. TlC showeda spot(yellow in iodine
At'"0.35; 30% ethyl acetateI hexane). The solventwas evaporated. andthe
resiciJe waschromatographedonsilica get(30% ethyl acetate I hexane) to
afford a light brown so6d 81 (0.141 g . 63%) : mp 218 - 22O"C; ir v.....: 2984, 2959,
223 3, 1632 ,1469.1379.1271,1238. 1089 em"; 'H nmr (COCI:lCDJCOCOJ) 6:
6,66 ' 6,52(dd, J . 2.9, 4.6 Hz, 2H) 4.78 (m, 2H), 3,93 ' 3.89 (m, 2H), 1.34 " 1.40
(s, 3HI, 1.34 " 1.33(s, 3H); nee data : 6.52 (3.64, 7%), 4.55 (3.85, 11%: 1.33 ,
0.2%; 1. 13, 0.7%), 3.85 (6.52. 7%; 4.55, 4%; 1.33. 0.4%), 1.13 (6.52, 2%; 4.55.
9%); 1~ nmr (CDC1:1CD3COC03) 6: 132.1/130 (1). 112.81111.7. 111.7/110.7 (0),
1091111.6 (0), 73 .4172.3 (1), 43,3142.8, 25,0/25.0 (3); ms : 280 (M", 0,6), 265
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(29), 192 (2), 140(21. 114 (21. 99 (17). 95 (56), 85 (11), 77 (4), 66 (5). 58 (48),
43 (100). Exac t Mass caice . lor CuHgN202 (M' - CH1) : 265.0725 ; found:
265.0730. Anal. caice. for CISHI~~02 : C . 64.26 : H, 4.34; N. 20.00; found : C.
64 .08 ; H. 4.29 ; N, 20.04 .
Attempted Die ls-Ald!:f reaction of 40a with styrene
To a solution01cene 40a (0.241 g, 1.59 mmoJ) in benzene (l.a mL) was
added styrene in large excess(1,0 mL). and the mixture was stirred at room
temperature lor 7 days, after which TlC showed spots for the unreacted starting
materials and two products: the dimers. The reactionwas repeated at reflux in
benzeneand still there was no reaction.
Diels-Afder reaction of 40B with maJeimide: (3a a.4a.4aP.7aP.8a. Ba.a)· (82) and
(3aa. 4p,4aa ,7aa.8p,Baa)-4a .7a.8,Ba-Tetrahyd ro'2,2-dimethyf-4,B--etheno -4H-
f .3-d ioxolo[4,5- f]iso indole-S,7·(3aH,6H)-dione (63)
To a solutionof the acetonide40a (0,124 g, 0.817mmol) in benzene(4.0
mL) was addedmateimide(0,158 g, 1,63 mmol), and the m;xlurewasstirredat
room temperaturefor 1Bhours, Thesolvent was evaporated, and the
concentrated sample was chromalographed on slllcagel (30% ethyl acetate I
hexane) to afforda whitesolid 82, which was recrystallized from benzene (0.152
g, 38%), and 63,whichwas also recrystalUzed frombenzene(0.182 g, 45%).
For 82: mp 172· 174'C; tr v.....: 3102, 2978, 2948,1754,1468, 1369, 1200, 1060
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em"; 'Hnmr (CDCI,)data 6: 8 .56 (br S, NHI. 6.20 (m, 2H), 4.14 (dd. J'" 1.5.2.1
Hz, 2H), 3.42 - 3.37 (m. 2Hl, 3.35 (m. lH ), 1.49 (5. 3H ). 1.34 (5, 3H); nOe data:
6.20 (4 .14, 1% : 3.39. 9%; 3.35 . 0.1%; 3 .35. 0.1%). 4.14 (6.20. 2"10;3.39 . 14% ;
3.35,1 %; 1.34, 2%), 3.39 (3.39, 8%; 4.14, 7%: 1.48; 0.3%), 3.36 (6.20, 4%;
4.14, 4% ; 1.48 , 1%), 1.48 (3.36, 5%; 1.34. 1%), 1.34 (4 .14. 8% ; 1.48 , 1 %) ; '~
nrttr (C DCI,) 0 : 179.7 (D), '31.5 (1), 112.4 (0), 73.7 (1), 38.9 (1), 36.4 (1), 26.2
(3), 24.2 (3); ms: 250 (M'. I, 5), 234 (64), 190 (62), 183 (40), 146 (35), 135
(47),11 9 (63), 103 (24), 99 (73), 91 (81),85 (52), 78 (48), 65 (54), 59 (25), 50
(29), 43 (100). Exact Mass calcd. for C'2H'2NO~ (M' - CH,): 234 .0765 ; found:
234.0775. For 63: mp 233· 234°C; irv",,:325 7. 2960, 1748 , 1701. 1464. 1377.
1358. 1198. 1066 em": 'H nmr (CDCI,) 6: 8.26 (br 5, NH ). 6.12 Im, 2H ), 4.28 (m,
2H), 3.45 , 3.42 (m, 2H), 2.81 (~ J . 1.3 Hz, 2H), 1.33 (s, 3H), 1.29 (s, 3H): nDe
data: 6.12 (3.44, 7%: 1.33, 0.2%), 4.28 (3.43, 9%: 2.81, 13%: 1.29, 2%), 3.43
(6.12, 8%; 4.28, 5%), 2.81 (4.28, 11%; 3.43, 8%), 1.34 (6.12, 2%; 4.28,1 %),
1.29 (4 .28, 7%); "c nmr (CDCI,) 0: 177 .3 (0), 129.7 (1), 109.8 (D), 77.1 (1), 41.7
(1),36.3 (1),25.2 (3), 24.8 (3): ms: 250 (M'. ', 0.7), 234 (30), 192 (17), 191 (23),
183 (14), 162 (12),146 (12), 135 (14),119 (23), 99 (31), 92 (54), 85 (' 9), 85
(15), 58 (11), 43 (100). Exact Mass calcd. for C,tH,tNOc (M' · CH,): 23 4.0765 :
found: 234.0773.
AttemptedDims-Alder maC/ionof40s withcis-stilbene
Tothe acelonide408 (0.250g. 1.51mmoij In benzene (1.0 mL)was
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added cis-st ilbene (0.272 g, 0.26 mL). and th e mixtu re was slin ed at room
tem peratur e for 17 hours af ter which TLC sh owed th at there was no react ion .
The mixture was stirr ed fo r another two week s, and subsequent TLC analysis
showed unreacted cis-stilbeneand twodlmers. The 'H omr spectrumof the
concentr at ed solu tion showed no sign als for for stilbe ne add ucl. Rep ealing the
process at reflux led 10the sameresult.
D;eJs·AJder reactio n of 408 with dimethyl ma leate: (3aa.4p.5a.7p, 7aa .SS·,9R")-
(84) and (3aa,4a, 7a,laa ,SR',9S·)-4,7-dihydro-2,2 .dimethyl -etheno-1.3·
benz odioxo!e-8,9 -<ficarboxylate (85)
To th e acetonlde 408 (0.120 g, 0.794 mmol) in benzene (1.0 mL) was
addeddimethyl maleate (0.229 g, 1.58 mmol), and themixture was stirred at
room temperature for 5 da ys. TLC showed somo unreacted starting materials
and twon ew add ucts. The solvent was evaporated , and the residue was
chromatographed on silica gel (20% ethyl ac etate I hexane) to afford 84 (0.025
g, 11%) and 85 (0.083 g, 35%) as white solids. For 64: mp 134 - 135·C; tr v.....:
2982, 2951,29 05 , 1737, 1449, 1382,1310, 1205, 1162,1 057 em': IH nmr
(CDCI,) 0 : 6.29 (dd, J . 3 .0,4 .8 Hz, 2H), 4 .05 (1, J = 2.1 Hz, 2H), 3.61 (s, 6H),
3.54 (s, 2HI, 3.16 • 3.12 (m, 2H), 1.53 (s , 3H), 1.34 (s, 3H) ; nO. data : 6.29 (4.09,
1%; 3.14, 4%), 4 .09 (6.29, 1%;3.14, 6%: 1.34, 2%), 3.54 (3.14, 3%; 153, 1%),
3.14 (6.29, 4%; 4 .09, 4% ; 3.54. 3%), 1.53 (3.54, 3%), 1.34 (4.09, 5%); '3<;nmr
(CDC~) 0 : 173.5 (0), 131.5( 1), 112.0 (0), 73 .9 (1), 51.7 (1), 39.2 (1), 37.4 (3),
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26.3 (31. 24 .2 (3); ms: 296 (M·. 0.3). 2Bl (2). 264 (221. 237 (51). 205 (221.178
(27). 160 (91. 146 (1001. 125 (BI. 118 (37). 105 (B). 103 (14). 99 (58). 90 (55). B5
(201. (20). 77 (13). 65 (12). 5B(37). 45 (14). 43 (57). Exact Mass ca lcc. for
C1 5~O.: 296.1258; found: 296.1258. For 85 : mp 196 · 19T'C: lr v",.. : 2988 .
2971.1741 . 1741. 1432, 1369, 1311. 1185 ern' : 'H nmr (COC13) 0: 6.20 (dd, J -
3.1.4.5 Hz . 2H). 4 .21 (m, 2H). 3.62 (s. 6H). 3 .21 ' 3 .20 Irn, 2H). 2.B3 (s. 2H).
1.33 (s, 3H) , 1.27 (5, 3H); nOe data: 6.20 (3 .62, 0.2%; 3.20 ,8%; 1.33 , 0.3%),
4 .21 (3.20, 10%; 2 .83, 15% ; 1.27, 2%), 3.62 (6.20, 0.6%: 2 .83, 0.6%) , 3.20
(6.20. 10%; 4.21.5%; 2.83 ,4 %),2.83 (4.2 1, 15%; 3.20, 9%),1 .33 (6.20, 2% ;
4.21. 2%), 1.27 (6 .20. 0.4%; 4.21. 7%): 13C nmr (CDC~) 0: 172.2 (0) , 129.3 (1),
109.2 (0). 51.9 (1). 42.9 (1). 39.5 (1). 25.3 (3). 25.0 (3); ms : 296 (M'. 0.9).281
(4).264 (19). 237 (15). 206 (20). 17B (26). 149 (7). 146 (100). 118 (32). 112
(11).1 03 (11). 99 (31). 90 (56). 85 (28). 77 (16). 65 (12). 58 (42). 43 (62). Exact
Masscalcd. forC1SH200, : 296.1258: found: 296.1249.
Diels·Aiderreaetionof40s with ethyl propiolate:(3aa ,4p,7p,7aa) -4,7-dihydro-
2,2-dimethyf-4,]-etheno-1,3·benzodioxofe-5 ·carboxylaI8 (86)
To a solutionct the acelonlde 40a(618 mg, 0.455mmol) in benzene (0.5
mL) wasadded ethyl proplolate (0.043 g, 0.40 mmol), andthe ntlxture was
stirred at roomtemperature for 3 days. The solvent was evaporated, and the
residue waschromatographed onsilicagel (20% ethyl acetate I hexane) togive
sweet-smelling colo'lessoile6 (0.063g. 61%): I, v....:2962, 2907, 2935. 1712,
'27
1633,1 597,1 458 , 1379 , 1260, 1221, 1159, 1056 . 885 em" ; 'H nmr (COCI3 ) 0:
7.21 (dd, J= 1.8, 6.3 Hz, lH), 6.40 (ddd, J .. 1.6, 5.9.6.7 Hz, lH ), 6.30 (ooo. J =
' .7.6.0.6.7 Hz. 1HI, 4.39 (m. 'H I.4.26 (m, 2HI. 4.19 (dq , J. 0.8, 7.1, Hz. 2H),
4.01 ·3.97 (m, lH ), 1.35 (s, 3H), 1.29 (I, J= 7.1. 3H), 1.26 (5, 3H); nOedata :
7,2' (4,26. 0.6%; 3.99, 5%), 6.40 (4.39, 4%1, 6.30 (3.99, 3%1,4.39 (7.21 . 0 .7%;
6.40 , 4%: 3.99, 1%),4.26 (7.21, 3%; 4.39, 5%; 1.29.2% ; 1.26, 2%), 4,19 (7.21,
0.9%; 1.29.8%),3.99 (7.21, 8%; 6.30,5%; 4.26 , 1%), 1.39 (6.40, 2%; 6.30 , 2%:
4.26,0.6%; 4.19,1%), 1.29 (4.26, 2%), 1.26 (4. 26, 4.26, 8%); ms: noM., 235
(3). 163 (101. 135 (7), 121 (31, 117 (31. ' OS (25). '03 (4 ), 99 (95),90 ('0), 85
(100), 77 (16). 59 (t 3), 43 (29). Exact Mass calcd. for C'3H'50. (M'· CH3);
235.0969 ; found : 235.0957.
Dials-Alder reaction 0140B with N-methylma/eimide: (3a a ,4a,4aP.7sp.8a, Baa) -
(87) and (3aa,4p,4aa ,7aa,B/3,Baa)·4a,7a,B,Ba-Tetrahydro·2,2.6·trimethyf-·4,B-
etheno-4H-1,3-dioxolo[4.5·f]isoindole-S,7-(3aH,6H)-dione (88)
To a solution of theaeetonide 408 (0.108 9, 0.712 mmol)in benzene (1.0
m;) was added N-methylmalelmlde (0.0799, 0.712 mmol), and the mixturewas
stirred at room temperature for 17 hours. The solventwasevaporated, and nash
columnchromatographyof the residue on slllca gel (20% emylacetateI hexane)
gave87 (0.071 9, 38%), and also a white solid 88 (0,074 g. 40%). For 87 : mp
218 - 220nC; ir v.....: 2986, 2913, 1757, 1747, 14 10, 1354 , 1298 , 1083 em" ; 'H
nmr (CDCI,) 0: 6.11 (do, J. 2.9, 4.5 Hz, lH I, 4 .14 (dd, J·' .7, 2.2 Hz. 2H). 3.43
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- 3.38 (m, 2H), 3.3' (m, 2H), 2.90 (s, 3H), 1,48 (5, 3H), 1.35 (5, 3H); nOe data:
6.11 (4.14, 1%: 3.40. 7%), 4.14 (6.11, 2%: 3.40. 10%: 1.34, 2%) , 3.40 (6.11. 8%:
4.14,7%,),3 .31 (6.11, 1%; 4.14,1 %; 1.48. 1%), 2.90 (6.11, 0.7%), 1.48 (3.31.
5%), 1.34 (4,14, 9%); "c nmr (CDCI,) 6: 179,4 (0), ' 31.5 (1), 112.4 (0), 73.9 (' ),
37,7 (1), 36.5 (1), 26.2 (3), 24.6 (3), 24.2 (3); ms: 264 (M" ' , 2), 248 (34), 206
(5 ' ), 205 (47), 204 (16), 177 (3' ), 176 (251, '60 (2') , 146 (37), ' 30 (71, 119
(2 ') , 118 (22), 100 (73), 92 (' 00), 9' (100),85 (39), 78 (28), 77 (22), 65 (33), 43
(100). Exact Mass cared. for C"HuNO. (M' . C H,):248.0921; found 248 .09 13,
For 88 : rnp 188 · ' 90'C ; I' v_: 2979, 2961, 2920, 1787, 1691, 1439, 1388 ,
1271.1082. 1082 cm'': 'H nmr (CDCI,) 0: 6.05 (dd, J = 3.0, 4.4 Hz. 2H), 4.30 (m.
2H), 3.47 - 3.44 (m, 2H), 2,92 (5, 3H), 2,78 (e, 2H), ' .33 (s, 3H), 1.29 (5, 3HI;
nOedata: 6.05 (3.46. 7%), 4.30 (3.46. 9%: 2.76 , 14%; 1.29, 2% ), 3.46 (4 .30, 4%:
2.76, 5%), 2.76 (4,30, 120/. ; 3.46, 9%), 1.33 (6.05, 2%; 4.30, 1%), 1.29 (4.30,
7%); "c nmr (CDCI,)6: 177,3 (0), 129.5 (1), 109,7 (D), 77.3 (1), 40.4 (1), 36.4
(1), 25.3 (3), 24 .8 (3); ms: 264 (M'" , 1), 248 (4 1), 206 (45), 205 (41), 204 (16),
' 77 (32), 176 (22), 160 (20), 149 (10), 146 (33), 119 (40), '03 (10), 99 (54), 93
(' 4), 92 (100), 85 (37), 78 (28), 85 (24), 45 (19), 43 (93). Exact Mass calcd. for
C13H,.NO. (M· • CH,): 248.092 2; found: 248.0922.
Diels-Alderdimerlzationof acetonide40a: (3ap,5aa,6a ,6aa.9aa, 10a,10aa,
10bP)- (89) and (3ap,5aa,6ap,6a,9ap,10a,10aa ,10bp)-
3a.5a,6,Sa,9a,to,to« ' Olroctahydro-2,2,8,8-tetramathyl-3a,sa,6, t().
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diethenonapfl thol· 1,3,7,9-tetraoxole (90)
A neat liquid sample 01acetonide40a (0.214 g, 1.41 mmol) was kept in a
sealedtube for28 days. The 'H nmr spectrumofthe crude sample indicated a
6:1 ratioof dimers. Flash columnchromatography of the sampleon silicagel
(10 % ethyl acetate I hexane) arforded 89 (0.129g , 6 0%) as the major dimer and
90 (0.412 g, 19%). Far 89: mp149 · 1Sl"e ; lt v....: 2986, 2929.29 11,2884 .
1456. 1364. 1278. 1236, 1161, 1046, 886 cm': lH nmr (e De ll ) 0: 5.99 (m.2Hj ,
5 .60 (dd, J . 3.8, 10.3 Hz, lH), 5.51 (d, J = 10.2 Hz, lHI, 4 .30 (m, 2H), 4.17 (m,
2H), 2.87 (m, 2 H), 2.38 (brd, 2H), 2.23(d , J= 9.0 Hz, 1H), 1.36 (5, 3H), 1.34 (s,
3H), 1.32 (5. 3H), 1.29 (5, 3H); nOe data; 5 .99 (4.17 , 4%; 2 .87, 6%), 5.60 (2.87,
2%; 2.36,2%),5.5 1 (4.17. 2%; 2.36. 0.6%) , 4.30 (2 .81, 3% ; 2.36, 5%; 2.23. 9%:
1.29. 1'Yo), 4.30 (5 .5 1, 1%; 2.87. 3%: 2.36,8%;2 .23 .6%: 1.29, 1%), 4.17 (5.99 .
20/0:5.51. 4%; 2.87 , 2%; 2 .23, 1%), 4.17 (2. 87, 6% ; 2.23. 3 % ). 2.87 (5.99. 7%;
5.60,6%; 4 .30. 4% ; 2.36, 3%; 2.23, 3%). 2.36 (5.60 . 4%; 4 .30. 40/0;2 .87, 2"10;
2.23,3%),2.23 (4. 30, 4% ; 4.17, 2%; 2.36,3%),1 .36 (5.51, 4%; 4.17 , 0.5%;
2.87,2%), 1.34 {5 .5 1, 2% ; 4.17, 2%;4 .30. 9%), 1.3 2 (5.99 ,2"10; 4.3 0. 2%; 4 .17,
2%), 1.29(5.99,0.5%; 4.30 , 7%); " c nmr (CDCI,) 0 ; 132.3 (11,129 .2 (1), 128.7
(1), 126.6 (I), 108 .5 (0), 107.6 (0), 78.5( 1), 78.3 (I), tts (1),70. 8 (1), 40.9(1),
40 .6 (I ), 34.2( 1), 33.1 (1), 28.3 (3), 26.8 (3), 25.3 (3),24.9 (3); ms : no M', 289
(12),246 (7), 230 (7), 188 (49), 171 1'9), 158 (25), 153 (14), 145 (18), 140 (15),
131 (18), 129 (21), 119 (22), 115 (13), 107 (6), 103 (6), 99 (3D), 95 (72), 94 (22),
91 (35), 85 (17), 80 (14), 77 (20), 66 (16), 58 (13), 43 (100). Anal.cacdtc r
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C" HZ40. : C. 71.01; H, 7.95; found: C. 71.01: H.7.76. Exact Mass calcd. lor
CI 7~,04 (M' · CH, );289.1439; found: 289.1449. For 90: mp 92 · 93°C. lr v; ...:
3049.3022. 2984. 2934.1 458.137 5,1 238. 1207, 1162, 1061, 887 em} ; lH nmr
(CDC,) 0 : 6 .07 (m, 2HI, 5 .55 Iddd, J= 1.3, 3.5, 11.5 Hz, lH ), 5.49 (br d, J .
10 .3 Hz, 1HI, 4.19 - 4.17 (m, lHI, 4.10 - 4.02 (m, 3HI, 3.01 (bI d, J = 9.0 Hz,
l HI, 2.96 (br d, J . 9.0 Hz, lHI, 2.83 ·2 .77 (m, 2H), 1.55 (s , 3HI, 1.38 Is, 3H),
1.35 (s,3H), 1,33 (5, 3H); nOe data : 6.07 (4.19. 3% ; 2.80,5%),5.5 6 (2.96, 3%;
2.80,1"10), 5A9 (4 .19, 2%: 2.96, 3%; 2.80, 1%),5.49 (4.19, 2%;3.01, 4%), 4.19
(6.07,2"/0; 5,49.4% ; 2.80. 0.8%) 4.06 (6.07, 2%: 5.4 9. 4%: 3.01, 0.6%; 2.80 .
0.8%), 4.06 (6.07. 2%:4.19. 7%; 3.01. 2% ; 5.49, 5%) ,2 .96 (5.56. 11%). 2.96
(5.56, 11% ; 4.06. 0.8%), 2.80 (6.07, 7%; 5.50 , 4%: 5.49,0.8%:4.06 .8 %; 3.01.
4% :2.96. 3%). 1.55 (3.01. 5%;2.96. 5%; 1.35. 0.9%);Uc nmrICDC~ 15: 134.5
(1) ,1 31.1 (11, 130.3 (11, 126.8 (1), 111.8 (D), 107.4 (0),77.9 (II, 75.2 (1), 74.7
(1), 71.1 (1), 40.8 (1), 40.3 (11, 30.4 (I), 28.4 (3), 26 .7 (3), 26.3 (3), 24.3 (3) ; ms:
no M', 289 (151, 275 (26), 231 (3), 188 (40), 171 (851,16 9 (9), 159 (301,153
(19), 145 (20), 141 (17), 131 (14), 129 (26), 119 (15) , 115 (161, 107 (11), 99
(4 9), 85 (47) , 91 (34),85 (11),77 (18), 66 (201,5 8 (141, 45 (101, 43 (100). Exact
Masscalcd. forC 17H l 10 . (M· · CH3) : 289.1439; found:289.1445.
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Appendix
The selected 'H nmr and the n.o.e.e spectra of dienes and adducts were
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